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-“THAT THY WAY MAY BE KNOWN UPON EARTH, TIIY SAVING HEALTH AMONG ALL NATIONS.”

VOL. VII.

WEDNESDAY. MARCH 20. 1837.
stitution have the exclusive control of the lands
belonging to the Corporation extending about
a mile and a hall in each direction from the
College buildings. No portion of these lands
can be sold: but are leased on such conditions
and to such persons, that it is confidently be
lieved no influence from this source of an inju
rious tendency will he exerted.
It may also be proper to state that facilities
for Manual Labor are, to some extent, afford
ed: which, it is expected, will be increasing.—
Land of the best quality is devoted to this ob
ject;—Labor may be performed on this land by
Students at such times and in such manner as
shall be prescribed, the avails of which will be
subject to their own disposal.
From experience it is found that a Student
skilful in any branch of mechanical labor,
may, without difficulty, pay all his College
bills.

2d. Term.—Xenophon’s Memorabilia; Histo
ry; Cicero de Officiis; Quintilian; Davies’ Sur
veying and Mensuration: Bridge’s Conic Sec
tions.
Through the Year—Compositions, Declama
tions and Translations.
Junior Class.
1st. Term.—Tacitus; Horace—Ars Poetica:
Chemistry ; Olmstead's Natural Philosophy ;
Blair’s Lectures; Whately’s Logic.
2d Term.—Whately’s Rhetoric; Plato; Chem
istry: Olmstead’s Natural Philosophy; Demos
thenes—Pro Corona.
Through the Year—Translations and Com
positions; Declamations—Selected and Origin
al.
Senior Class.
1st. Term.—Upham’s Intellectual Philoso
phy ; Natural Theology: Olmstead’s Natural
Philosophy, Say’s Political Economy; CEdipus
Rex and Medea.
2d. Term.—Wayland’s Moral Science; Mcllvaine’s Evidences of Christianity; Butler’s An
alogy; Constitution of the United States; Geol
ogy.
Through the Year—Compositions and Origin
al Declamations.
Classes in the Modern Languages may be
formed during any part of the College Course
by permission of the Faculty.

NO. 20.

great pomp by extraordinary services in the
tie before noon the next day. No vessels are to synagogue, and by abstaining from all labour,
be used at the Passover that have had any leav neai ly as strictly as on the Sabbath. The four
en in them: and, therefore, the kitchen-utensils middle days are not so strictly kept. The last
GEORGE VV MYERS, PRINTER.
used at other times are to be put away,and their day of the festival is concluded with a peculiar
places to be supplied by new vessels, or by ceremony, called Habdala, in the course of
From the Catholic Telegraph.
some that are kept from one Passover to ano which the master of the house, holding a cup
ther, and never used but upon that occasion.— of wine in his hand, repeats a very considera
MY SON GIVE ME THY HEART.’
For the same reason, the kitchen tables and ble portion of Scripture,and finishes with drink
How grateful, Lord, my heart should be,
chairs, shelves and cupboards, undergo, a ing, and giving to others to drink of the cup;
For ev’ry gift of thine,
thorough purification, first with hot water, and after this they are at liberty to return to the use
For light and love diffused by thee,
then with cold.
of leavened bread as usual.
To bless both me and mine !
After the burning of the leaven, they make
Such is the Passover, as now observed by the
Sweet as the hamlet’s friendly ray,
unleavened cakes, as many as will be wanted unbelieving Jews. That sacrifice we know has
To wand’rers through the night,
during the Festival, to be in the place of all long since been done away, by an infinitely
Thus sweetly o’er my devious way,
common bread. Amongst other rules for pre more valuable offering at this season, nearly
Thy mercy smiled in light.
paring the g-ain for these cakes, the meal is to 1800 years ago, Christ the Lamb of God, was
be houlted, that is, in the presence of a Jew, and slain.to deliver us from a far worse slavery than
What oft’ring shall my soul prepare,
the
dough is not to be left a moment without that of Egypt, and our souls from a far more
Will gold and incense please?
working or kneading, lest any the least fermen fatal death than that threatened by the destroy
Will flow’rs delight whose balmy air,
tation should take place. The cakes are com ing angel; and, as Christians, we have far more
Perfumes the grateful breeze ?
monly round, thin, and full of little holes, and reason than the Jews to observe this memorable
JUNIOR PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT.
Will shining founts, or oceans blue
in general, they consist of flour and water only; season, for then “Christ our Passover was sa
Course of Studies,—Spelling, Reading,
Which circle southern isles,
but the more wealthy and dainty Jefws enrich crificed for usz therefore Jet us keep the feast
Writing, Geography, Arithmetic, English Gram
Or nature’s gems—the kindly dew,
them with eggs and sugar: cakes of this latter not with old leaven, neither with leaven of mal
mar, Book-Keeping, Latin and Greek, Decla
Or spring’s delightful smiles?
kind, however, are not allowed to be eaten on ice and wickedness; but with the unleavened
mation, Composition, Sacred Music and the
the
first day of the Festival. They are also bread of sincerity and truth.*"—(I Cor. v. 7, 8.)
Scriptures.
Or shall the gift be founts that flow
forbidden to drink any liquor made from grain,
D. I. E.
The foilowing Text Boohs are used in the
With music from the lyre,
or that has passed through the process of fer
School’.—
As if some angel sang below,
mentation. During this season, therefore their
From the “Puritan.”
• 1st and 2d Class Books, Malte Brun and Ol
Of heaven’s eternal choir ?
drink
is either pure water,or a home-made raisin
ney’s Geography, Smith’s and Davies’ Arith
THE BIRD’S NEST IN THE MOON.
Or can the lips of mortals breathe
metic, Smith’s English Grammar, Adam’s Latin Miscellaneous Regulations Affecting all Depart wine.
An off’ring meet for thee,
you ever, my friendly reader, in revisit
On the fourteenth day of the month, the ingDid
Grammar, Jacob’s Latin Reader, Glass’ Life of
Of gems that shine or flow’rs that wreathe,
your native place, from which, like me, you
ments.
first-born
son
of
each
family
is
required
to
fast,
Washington, Cicero’s Select Orations, Virgil*
had been separated by many years of wander
ATTENDANCE.
Beneath the heaving sea ?
in remembrance of the first-born of the Israel ing, experience the sensation of littleness with
Valpy’s Greek Grammar, Jacob’s Greek Read
Punctual attendance is required at ’Church, ites
being
delivered,
when
the
Lord
smote
all
er, Bible.
But all these glorious gifts are thine,
and at morning and evening prayer, as well as the first-born of the Egyptians. In the even which every object seemed clothed, shrinking
’Twas thou didst point the rose,
Spending monies, designed for the use of the on other College exercises. An account is ing of the fourteenth day of the month, the men in its dimensions as your eye had become en
And hung on high the clouds which shine,
larged by a familiarity with the nobler scenes of
boys, must be deposited with the Principal.
kept of all delinquencies in these duties, which
in the synagogue, to enter upon the a wider world F I was born on the northern
At evening’s purple close :
The pupils are entirely separated from the together with a report of Scholarship, is pub assemble
Festival with prayers and other appointed obser side of the Blue hills, which seemed to my boy
The stars which stretch their boundless maze,
students in the other departments; the Hall be lished monthly in the Gambier Observer.
vances, during which the women are occupied ish eyes, as the loftiest mountain that ever prop
ing at the distance of a quarter of a mile from
And reach thy glorious throne,
EXAMINATIONS.
at home in preparing the tables against their re
the other buildings. They lodge and board in
Reflect through all their wondrous ways,
All the students are examined at the close of turn; and all the most costly furniture which ped the incumbent sky. My first expedition
the
same
building
with
their
Instructors
—
their
The hand of Thee alone.
the first session.
each can procure is then made use of. The on the ocean was down the capacious waters of
clothes are in the charge of a person employed
The Senior Class two weeks previous to the table is covered with a clean linen cloth, on Dorchester bay, in one of those vast floating
Lord ! thou bast named the sacred prize,
castles, called a wherry, or a canoe, to catch
for this purpose—they study under the eye of first Wednesday in September.
which are placed several plates and dishes: on
Which we must freely give,
their Instructors—attend morning and evening
The other Students during the week before one is laid the shank-bone of a shoulder of lamb those mighty monsters of the deep, denominat
A gift e’en tliou wilt not despise—
ed tom cod. O how did my heart expand as
prayers—are instructed in the Scriptures once Commencement.
or kid, but generally lamb, and an egg; on ano we ploughed out of the great basin of waters,
The heart by which we live.
a week, and attend Church with the other stu
ther, three cakes, carefully wrapped in two nap called Mill creek! What emotions of sublimi
PUBLIC EXHIBITIONS.
Oh ! make that heart thy dwelling place,
dents.
The Junior Class at the close of the first ses kins; on a third, some lettuce, chervil, parsley, ty did I feel when I reached the juncture where
Thy temple and thy throne,
and celery, wild succory,or horseradish. These the dark Neponset, the mother of frogs and
sion.
SENIOR PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT.
And thou shall all its stains efface,
Commencement
on
the
first
Wednesday
of
are their “bitter herbs.” Near I he salad is plac mud-turtles, rolls her copious streams to join
Because ’twill be thine own.
Course of Studies.—English Grammar ;
ed a cruet of vinegar, and some salt and water. the billows of Boston harbor! What sensations
Arithmetic; Ancient and Modern Geography : September.
They have also a dish made to represent the of alarm entered my breast as we doubled that
Accept the gift for all things bright,
VACATIONS AND TERMS.
Latin and Greek Languages; Book-Keeping:
bricks
which their forefathers had to make in long cape called Farm-bar, renowned for peri
The
first
Vacation,
from
commencement
eight
Its living thoughts attend,
Algebra; Geometry; Trigonometry; Surveying:
Egypt. This is a thick paste, composed of ap winkles and clams! How did I look with an
weeks.
The bloom of flow’rs, the diamond’s light,
Natural Philosophy: Chemistry; Rhetoric; Lo
ples, almonds, nuts, and figs, dressed in wine, aching eye over the boundless surface of brine,
The first Term, twenty-one weeks.
With them their beauty blend ;
gic and Declamation.
The second Vacation, from the end of the and seasoned with cinnamon. Every Jew who which separates Farm-bar from Dorchester
And may we through those thoughts behold
Text Books used.
can afford wine also, provides some for this heights, now ycleped South Boston. And, to
Thy grace and glory beam,
Murray’s English Grammelr: Davies’ Arith first term, four weeks.
great occasion.
The
second
Term
nineteen
weeks,
look still farther into the impenetrable regions
As fountains flow o’er sands of gold,
metic: Woodbridge’s and Willard’s Geography;
The ceremony then proceeds in this way.— of the north, and see, beyond the forts, the
EXPENSES.
Gould's Adam’s Latin Grammar; Jacob’s Latin
Which sparkle through the stream.
The
family
being
seated,
the
master
of
the
dome of the State house, and the steeples of
In the Junior Preparatory Department—
Reader; Virgil: Cicero’s Orations; Anthon’s
It must be thine—its deep recess
For board, tuition, room rent, bed and bed house pronounces a grace or blessing over the Boston, lifting their tops in the blue horizon al
Valpy’s Greek Grammar: Jacob’s Greek Read
With such affection glows,
er; Greek Testament; Marsh’s Book-Keeping; ding, washing fuel, lights, and Physician’s at table in general, and over the wine in particu most beyond the ken of human vision,—it made
As man can neither prize nor bless—
$100 lar; then, leaning on his left arm, in a somewhat my imagination reel. I had new conceptions of
Conversation on Natural Philosophy; Conver tendance, per annum,
But God, our Father, knows.
Incidental expenses from
$2 to $8 stately manner, so as to show the liberty which the magnitude of our world. Thompson’s Isl
sations on Chemistry; and jn other branches the
After the present year, the charges for the the Israelites regained when they came out of and I supposed must be the shores ‘of some of
Then let us like that Indian tree
same books as are used in the Collegiate De
Egypt, he drinks a portion of wine; in this also the western countries in Europe. But when we
items mentioned above, will be, per annum,
Whose branches bend to earth,
partment;
he is followed by the rest of the family or party came to sail through the narrows of squaw rock
$120.
Rest all our hopes and thoughts on tlieeStudents in this Department room in the Col
In addition to the above $5 must also be de assembled. Then they dip some of the herbs and finally pass the Moon,* my imagination be
For thou didst give them birth.
lege building, furnish their own rooms with fur
in vinegar and eat them, whilst the master re
dizzy, and I felt like a man in a balloon,
niture, and supply themselves with fuel, lights posited with the Treasurer, at the commence peats another blessing. He next unfolds the came
who
has
bid farewell to sublunary scenes, and
ment
of
each
Term,
for
contingent
expenses,
&c. They are required however, to study six
THE OBSERVER.
napkins, and taking the middle cake, breaks it scarcely expects again to tread the terrestrial
hours each day, in a school room; under the eye such as books,stationary,mending, &c.—the bal in two, replaces one of the pieces between the ball.
Bounding billows ! how did you roll in
ance if any, to be refunded at the end of each
THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY AND KENYON of an instructor. . For those, who design to en
two whole cakes; and conceals the other piece majesty to my youthful eye! Mighty scenes!
term.
ter
College,
a
regular
course
of
study
is
pre

COLLEGE.
under his plate, or under the cushion on which
scribed. Those, not designing to pursue a In the Senior Preparatory Department and in he leans. And for what reason is this? In al how did you impress my childish fancy with the
first ideas of vastitude and magnificence! —
Officers and Instructors.
College—
full Collegiate course, can pursue any particu
lusion, as they say, to the circumstance men
Rt. Rev. Charles P. McIlvaine, D. D. President, lar branch of study to any extent they may de • Tuition per annum,
$30 00 tioned by Moses, (Exod. xii. 34,) that the peo Alas! our conceptions are all relative. Every
and Professor of Church Government and Pastoral Duties. sire.
Board per week,
from $1 25 to 1 75 ple took their dough before it was leavened, thing depends on the state of the mind. One
Rev. William Sparrow, D. D., Vice President, and
Room Rent per annum, from $4 00 to 6 00 their kneading-troughs being bound up in their may see St. Peter’s Church at Rome with less
Milnor Professor of Divinity and of Intellectual and Moral
Library Charge per annum,
50 clothes. He then removes the lamb and the egg emotion than our State house, and stand at the
KENYON COLLEGE.
Science.
foot of Etna itself without feeling or fear.
Attendance
of
College
Physician
in
term
time,
Terms of Admission.
Rev. Joseph Muenscher, A. M., Professor of Sacred
from the table and next the plate, containing
I love to visit these scenes , for they give me
2
00
Literature.
Candidates for admission to the Freshman
the cakes, being lifted up by the hands of the back the green days of childhood, and pleasure
At
the
commencement
of
every
term,
each
Rev. Marcus T. C. Wing, A. M., Instructor in Eccle Class are examined in Arithmetic, Geography
whole company, they join in saying, “This is with all the freshness of the original impression.
siastical History.
English Grammar,Gould’s Adam’s Latin Gram Student must deposit with the Treasurer $2 to the bread of poverty and affliction, which our I do not mean to say that I view these scenes
Rev. Chauncey W. Fitch, A. M., Professor of Lan mar, Anthon’s Valpy’s Greek Grammar,* six pay for damages which may be done by students fathers did eat in Egypt; whosoever hungers let
with the admiration and delight, with which they
guages.
books of the JEneid of Virgil, 12 Orations of to the College buildings during the term—the him come and eat; whosoever needs, let him were once beheld. But they form a kind of wfJoan Kendrick, A. M., Professor of Rhetoric, Politi Cicero, Jacob’s Greek Reader, the Gospel of balance, if any to be refunded to the Student at come and eat of the paschal lamb. This year
dium, a perspective glass, by which one can
cal Economy and History.
St. Matthew and the Acts of the Apostles with the close of the term.
we are here, the next, God willing, we shall be lookback to the time when every prospect was
Benjamin F. Bache, M. D., Professor of Chemistry,
Bills
in
all
the
departments
must
be
paid
in
Latin and Greek Prosody.
in the land of Canaan. This year we are ser- pleasing, because every object was new. I
and Physician to the Institution.
Persons admitted to an advanced standing advance to the Treasurer of the Institution.
vants, the next, if God will, we shall be free love to go to the Moon. I never shake off sub
Robert I’. Smith, Professor of Mathematics and Natu
LIBRARIES.
must pass an examination in the studies pursu
children of the family and lords.” The lamb lunary cares and sorrows so completely as when
ral Philosophy.
Rev. John Williamson, A. B., Tutor, and Teacher of ed by the class they wish to enter, or an eqiuv- Juvenile Library, for the use of Students at and the egg are then again placed on the table, 1 am fairly landed on that beautiful Island. A
700 vols and another portion of wine is taken; the plate man in the Moon, may see Castle Island, the
Milnor Hall,
alent.
the French Language.
2,667 vols containing the cakes is removed, to lead the city of Boston, the ships in the Harbor, the sil
The stated time of examination for admission Societies’ Libraries,
* Rev. N. Elwood Spencer, A. M.,Principal of the Se
4,000 vols children of the family to inquire into the mean ver waters of our little Archipelago, all lying as
nior Preparatory Department.
is on the day preceding Commencement, but College Library,
Theodore J. Clark, A. B., Assistant.
persons may be examined at any other time in
ing of this festival; if no children are present, it were at his feet. There you may be at once
Total,
7.367 vols some person of riper years puts the question, ac social and solitary: social, because you see
George P. Williams, A. TVI., Principal of the Junior the College Session.
Preparatory Department.
The Whitneyan Library contains Text Books cording to a regular form. This is answered, the busy world before you, and solitary, be
Testimonials of good moral character are in
Rev. Heman Dyer, A. M., Associate Principal.
all cases required; and twenty weeks from, the for the use of the Students in the College and by an account being given of the captivity, cause there is not a single creature on the island
350 vols. bondage, and slavery of the people of Israel in except a few feeding cows, to disturb your re
Edward Lounsbery & James Bonnar, Assistants.
date of admission will be a season of probation, Senior Preparatory Department,
(To be continued.)
Alfred Blake, Librarian.
during which the Faculty will judge from the
Egypt, their deliverance by the hand of Moses, pose.
and of the institution of the Passover on that oc
deporement and diligence of a student, wheth
I was there last summer, and was surveying
THE PASSOVER,
casion. (See Exod. xii.) This history is fol the scene with my usual emotions, when my at
A statement of the Course of Instruction, Expen er it be expedient that he remain at the Institu
AS
CELEBRATED
BY
THE
MODERN
JEWS.
lowed by some psalms and hymns being sung, tention was attracted by the whirring wings of
ses, fyc. in the Theological Seminary of the Di tion.
Every student in the Collegiate and Prepara
An account of the manner in which the mod after which the cakes are again placed on the a little sparrow, whom, in walking I had fright
ocese of Ohio, Kenyon College, and Kenyon
tory Departments, is required to sign a promise ern Jews celebrate the Passover, at all times table, and pieces of them are distributed ened from her nest. It may be necessary, per
Preparatory Schools.
This Institution was originally chartered as a that while a member of the Institution he will interesting, is peculiarly appropriateat the pre amongst those present, who, instead of the pas haps, to tell some of the clerks in Washington
Theological Seminary. Subsequently an addi neither use profane language, nor gamble, nor sent season of Easter. Our narration is taken chal lamb, the offering of which is now altoge street, who, six months from the country, are
from Allen’s ModernJudaism,\n which is to be ther discontinued, eat this unleavened bread, apt to forget all the objects among which they
tional charter was granted, conferring upon the drink ardent spirits.
found a very full history of the sentiments and with some of the bitter herbs and part of the were born and bred, that this bird always builds
COURSE OF STUDIES.
Institution the name and all the privileges of a
paste made in memory of the bricks. The rea its nest on the ground. I have seen their nests
observances
of that extraordinary people.
College. For the convenience of those intend
Freshman Class.
The Feast of the Passover begins on the fif son they give for not eating the paschal lamb is in the middle of a corn hill, curiously placed in
ing to become members of the College, or of
1st Term.—Sallust: Cicero de Cintemnenda
the Theological Seminary, as well as to prepare Morte ; Xenophon’s Anabasis ; English Gram teenth day of their month Nisan, and continues that this cannot be lawfully done out of the land the centre of the five green stalks, so that it was
young men to engage in the active duties of mar; Arithmetic Reviewed ; Davies’ Bourdon’s with those Jews who live in or near Jerusalem, of Canaan, or Holy Land, all other countries difficult, at hoeing time, to dress the hill with
out burying the nest. This sparrow had built
seven days: and with those in all other places, being unholy and polluted.
life, without taking a full Co’lege course, a Algebra.
After the unleavened bread has been eaten, her nest as usual on the ground, beneath a little
Grammar School has been established, divided
2d. Term.—Folsom’s Livy; Herodotus, Da eight days.
The Sabbath immediately before the Passover then follows a plentiful supper. Then some tuft of grass, more rich and thick set than the
into a Junior and Senior Preparatory Depart vies’ Legendre’s Geometry; Logarithms, and
is called the great Sabbath. On that day, the more pieces of the cakes are taken and two rest of the herbage around it. I cast a careless
ments. So that the Institution now consists of Trigonometry.
four distinct departments; the Theological
Through the Year—Dilloway’s Roman, and Rabbi, or teacher of each synagogue, delivers more portions of wine. Each is required to glance at the nest, saw the soft down that lined
Seminary, the College, the Senior and Junior Cleveland’s Greek Antiquities; Exercises in a lecture, in which he explains the rules to be drink on this occasion, four portions; and every its internal part, the four little speckled eggs
Reading, Declamation and Composition: Trans observed on the approaching Festival. During cup of wine, the rabbies or teachers say, is in which enclosed the parents hope. I marked the
Preparatory Schools.
The location of this Institution contributes lations from Latin to English and from English the whole time, they are required to abstain from memory of some special blessing vouchsafed to cows that were feeding around it; and I came
leavened bread, (that is, bread with anything their fathers. The fourth, and last cup, is ac away without the least imagination that I
much to the attainment of the ends for which it to Latin.
put into the dough to make it ferment, or rise,) companied with some prayers, borrowed from should write a dissertation on the Bird's Nest in
was established. It is situated nearly in the
Sophomore Class.
1st. Term.—Iliad; Horace—Odes and Sa and to suffer no leavened bread to remain in their Scripture, calling down the divine vengeance the Moon'
centre of Ohio, at a distance from any city or
But our minds are strange things. That bird’s
village, in an elevated and healthy position, and tires. Davies Descriptive Geometry, Shades, houses. On the thirteenth day of the month, on th,e heathens, and on all the enemies of Israel.
This same course of discourses is repeated on nest has haunted me ever since. I could not
in the evening, the most careful and minute
in a neighborhood peculiarly free from the Shadows and Perspective; History.
search is made by the master of each family, the second night; and the modern Jews profess but inquire, why Providence, who inspires all
temptations and dangers to which young men
* The deficiency of most candidates for admission; in through every part of his house, in order to to consider that all this will be as acceptable in animals with an unerring instinct, had not mov
are often exposed. The authorities of the In- the Latin and Greek Grammars, Geography and Arithme
clear it or leavened bread, and every other par the presence of the Lord as the actual offering ed the foolish creature to build her habitation
tic, makes it necessary to remark, that the examination in
of the passover.
in a safer place. A multitude of huge animals
• Since the Catalogue was printed the Rev. Mr. Spen these subjects will be strict and comprehensive : and that ticle of leaven. All that can be found is col
The first two days and the last two, are kept
cer has departed this life. Ilis place will no doubt be filled no student will be admitted who is not well acquainted with lected together in a vessel, carefully preserved
* Moon Island, in Hostor
at the beginning of the next term.
during the night, and, together with the vessel ^sjJaysjffhigl^fflemnity^jein^elebi^^^^M
them.
CONDUCTED BY

AN ASSOCIATION OF CLERGYMEN.
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G A M B I E 11 SO B S E R V £ R .

1. Oration,... Ultimate Principle of Government,...JUHS
It was not until 1835, that the Society was
were feeding around it, one tread of whose clo though we were obliged to preface them with mere form. No one will long persevere in pri able
A. Wilson, Nil Pi Kappa.
again
to
send
out
a
Missionary
to
that
vate devotions from habit only. In Scotland,
ven foot would crush both bird and progeny —God forgive me for praying!”
2. Oration,... Connection of Science with Religion,.......
A family of children, walking amidst a thou it is not unfrequent for parents to ask their State. In the early part of that year the Rev. William II. Moore, I’hiloinatliesiaii.
into ruin. I could not but reflect on the preca
M.
Hoyt,
then
in
deacon
’
s
orders,
was
appoint

children
regularly,
“
if
they
had
been
by
them

sand
dangers
and
often
escaping,
is
one
of
the
rious condition to which the creature had com
MUSIC.
mitted hertnost tender hopes. I was thinking most striking proofs of a particular Providence selves,” meaning to make an extemporaneous ed Missionary to Indianapolis, the capital of the
3. Oration,...The Claims of Philosophy,... IUnrv W.
how the interest of two beings, both created by that ever met my mind. To talk about the gen prayer. When youth learn, by experience the State.
About that time, or earlier, parishes were Davis, Nu Pi Kappa.
the same high hand, and supported by the same eral laws cf nature, immutable and unbendible nature of prayer, they will take a more lively
kind power, might cross each other, and neither to interposing will of the Diety! Away with interest in family and church devotions.— Chr also organized or revived at Madison and New- 4. Oration,... Congress of Nations,...Thomas Sparrow,
Albany. At the time of the General Conven Philoinathesian.
of them know it, until the fatal moment when such metaphysical trash; it is just fit for old IVitness.
MUSIC.
the feebler might be annihilated by the stronger bachelors to write. Until I had children, I
tion of the Church in August, 1835, the State
it appears, had in it one clergyman and two or
power. A cow is seeking a bite of grass , she never knew what the Scriptures meaut, when
MISSIONARY.
Correspondents will confer a favor by handing in
steps aside merely to gratify that idle appetite ; they say that the very hairs of our head are all
ganized parishes.
From the period of that Convention, at which their communications as early as Friday before the
she treads on the nest, and destroys the off numbered. I was once standing in a public road
From the Spirit of Missions.
the Rt. Rev. Dr Kemper became Missionary day of public atioji.
spring of the defenceless bird. Thus, what and saw a team of three yokes of oxen and a
INDIANA.
is a trifle to one being, is destruction to an horse moving very fast along the road without
Bishop for that State and Missouri, we may date
The State of Indiana was created by act of the brightening prospects of the Church in In
a driver. A little child was standing in the road
other.
The receipts into the Treasury of the American
Before I proceed any further, I think proper directly before the wagon; with no time for es Congress in the year 1816. As early as the diana. We have, with great satisfaction, upon
year
1800,
when
it
was
yet
a
Territory,
it
con

Tract
Society daring the month ending February
caping.
The
whole
train
of
cattle
passed
di
some
of
the
former
pages
of
this
work,
recorded
to apprize the reader, that I was in a right frame
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less nest, might be no unapt emblem of man in chin was picked up instead of being found a
In the early part of the year 1823 a clergy
this precarious world of uncertainty and sorrow. corpse, as was by all expected, its roguish smile man who still resides in the West, but who, it is zeal to the work of establishing in the West the
seemed
to
say
that
it
regarded
the
event
as
a
cause of the Gospel and the Church of Christ.
Liberality Worth the Name !—The members
We are impelled, by some of the tendercst in
believed, does not now exercise the ministerial
stincts of our nature, to form the conjugal con good joke, which it would willingly see repeat office, went to Vincennes and was, for about a We trust the record of these labors is fresh in of the Presbyterian Church in Philadelphia, of
ed.
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though
moving
so
the minds of our readers, and that with their
nection, the eye of some matchless beauty at
year, sustained there by an association of the
which Rev. Albert-Barnes is pasto r, have pledged
tracts our attention, and melts our hearts ; we rapidly, had contrived to shun the child; and inhabitants of the place: after which he remov remembrance is conjoined the prayer of faith,
this
event,
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with
the
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in
the
themselves
to support forty young men in their stu
that
God
would
own
and
bless
him.
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form the tender union, and we build our nest,
ed from the State. It is supposed, however,
committing to it the soft deposites of our gen Moon, have convinced me, that verily there is that but few of those who interested themselves lowing are the clergymen officiating in Indiana dies preparatory for the Christian Ministry. This
tlest affections. But where do we build this a God, and that he governs the world by a par in his services had any great attachment to the at the close of the year 1836.
is beginning to act on a- scale of magnificent libe
The Rt. Rev. Jackson Kemper, D. D., Mis rality. It is coming up towards the mark to which
nest? Are we any wiser than the foolish bird? ticular providence.
Church, and untoward events subsequently oc
I
have
often
thought
it
was
unfortunate
that
No—the nestis on the ground of terrestrial ca
curred which did not tend to create or increase sionary Bishop.
The Rev. Samuel R. Johnson, Rector of the whole Church of Christ must come, before the
lamities, and a thousand invisible dangers are some of the great geniuses, who have under such attachment.
standard of the cross can he planted upon every
roving around. We are doubled in wedlock and taken to enlighten the world by their infidelity,
La Fayette.
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year
the
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and
Foreign
The Rev. M. Hoyt,Missionary at Crawfords hill and valley in pagan lands.—Chr. Witness.
multiplied in children, and stand but a broader were not married men. It would have done Missionary Society of the Protestant Episcopal
more
to
help
them
to
digest
the
venom
of
their
mark for the cruel arrows of death and destruc
than all the long volumes of rejoinders Church sent out a clergyman to the Western ville.
tion, which are shot from every side. What spleen,
The Rev. A. H. Lamon,Missionary at Evans ecclesiastical calendar FOR APRIL, 1837.
have been written by metaphysical theo States; for the purpose, among other things, of ville.
are diseases, in their countless forms, accidents which
exploring the country and giving to the Society
logians.
For,
to
say
nothing
of
the
powerful
2. 1st Sunday after Easter. Low Sunday.
by flood and fire, the seductions of temptation,
The Rev. A. Steele, Missionary, officiating
such information as might enable it to enter ad
9. 2d Sunday after Easter.
and even half the human species themselves, smiles of a woman, when that woman is your vantageously on that important field of its la at New-Albany,
but so many huge cows feeding around our nest, wife, reflecting and beaming the very benevo bors. This gentleman proceeded as far as St.
The
Rev.
C.
I.
T
odd, Missionary at Log
16. 3d Sunday after Easter.
and ready, every moment to crush our dearest lence of a creating God,—there are some things Louis, in Missouri; and, on his return, passed ansport,and
23. 4th Sunday after Easter.
hopes, with the most careless indifference, be in a married life,which are enough to overthrow through the southern part >vf the State of In
The Rev. L. Windsor, Missionary officiat
25. St. Mark’s Day.
neath their brutal tread? Sometimes, as we the faith of the most stubborn infidel, that ever diana. During that portion of his journey he ing at Madison.
30. 5th Sunday after Easter, or Rogation Sun
sit at home, we can see the calamity coming at apportioned his incredulity to his ignorance. I officiated at Hindostan, Martin County, and
God grant that the fruits of their works may
a distance. We hear the breathing of the vast myself was rather inclined to infidelity when I Paoli, Orange County, and at Jeffersonville, he seen in the well planting of the Redeemer’s day.
monster; we mark its wavering path—now look was first married. But the smiles of the honey
son and Lawrenceburg, on the Ohio river; Kingdom, and in an abundant harvest of soals.
ing towards us in a direct line—now capricious moon softened me, and I bought a Bible to lie Madi
For the Gambier Observer.
and
at
each of those places found Episcopalians May the prayers of the Church be offered con
our parlor. When my wife first sent me af
ly turning for a moment aside. We see the in
anxious
to enjoy the services of a clergyman. tinually for the success of this and every Mis
KEEPING THE SABBATH—NO. II.
ter
the
doctor,
at
midnight,
my
faith
began
to
swing of its dreadful horns, the savage rapacity waver; and I was absolutely staggered when I Madison then contained ajiopulation of about sionary enterprise in which her agents are en
Air. Editor,—In my last No. I gave a few hints
of its brutal appetite; we behold it approaching
twelve hundred, and many of the leading inhabi gaged.
upon the subject of Worldly Mindedness, as one
nearer and nearer, and it passes by within a heard the new-born infant cry. As I looked tants who. were of the Episcopal Church, were
mode by which Christians violate the Sabbath. It
hairbreadth of our ruin leaving us to the sad on the little miracle, I was ashamed, and re ready and pledged to do much towards the sup
THE OBSERVER.
is my present purpose to notice another intimately
reflection that another and another are still be nounced my former faith: and every new prat port of a Missionary.
connected with this, and in a great measure pro
hind. Poor bird! I feel no heart to condemn tler that has risen around me, has made me a
Madison and Lawrenceburg had been at an GAMBIER, WEDNESDAY, MARCH 29, 1837. ceeding from it—worldly conversation. If persona
thy folly, but rather to weep over thy condition better Christian. I now actually read the Bible earlier period visited by the late Rev. Samuel
! indulge in worldly thoughts upon the Sabbath it is
and my own. Our situations are exactly alike. with my children, and we pray over it. 1 some Johnston, for many years Rector of Christ
The choicest comforts come entwined with pain; times teli my former companions in infidelity, Church, Cincinnati, Ohio; a zealous and devot SELECTED FAMILY AND PARISH SER j pretty sure they will engage more or less in world
ly conversation. They may not indeed converse
MONS,
and no sooner is thy callow young developed, when they try to flout me out of my religion, ed clergyman, to whom the whole of the south
during this day upon the more common affairs of
than thou feelest all the cares that distract a that they are welcome to our old belief—to all eastern part of Indiana was, at that period, inBY THE RT. REV. BISHOP m'iLVAINE.
life. They may not spofik of their daily pursuits,
parent’s heart. How often hast thou been driv its wisdom and all its comforts. They are old j debted for much faithful Missionary labor.
Mr. Isaac N. Whiting, Bookseller and Publisher their prospects, their gains or their losses, as upon
en from thy nest!—How often hast thou flutter bachelors still.
As early as the latter part of the year 1823 at Columbus, has issued proposals for publishing other days. But there are other topics which en
And no wonder that such an unnatural life
ed thy wings in agony, and taken up the wail
J an effort was made by several persons at Bloom
should
lead
to
such
an
absurd
faith.
Hume
was
gage their attention and which, though they may
of sorrow, as if thy children were already lost.
ington,Monroe County, to procure the services the ensuing season, A Series of Evangelical Dis
The careless step, so indifferent to another was an old bachelor and every page of his philoso ’ of a clergyman. They communicated to the courses, expressly for Family reading, and the appear to be religious, are nevertheless equally
phy smells of his folly. Hobbs was an old
worldly, and altogether improper. A few of these
rapture or despair to thee.
bachelor, and so was Voltaire, and Rousseau, Rev. Mr. Johnstor. at Cincinnati, circumstances use of Congregations, destitute of a Minister, se
A man must be a fool not to perceive that and Jeremy Bentham, and Torn Paine. I have which excited sanguine hopes that the arrival of lected by the Right Rev. C. P. McIlvaine, D. D. I will specify.
It is a common practice for Christians to indulge
these remarks are written by a parent: and I always thought it a thousand pities, that Made a clergyman would he followed by the gather
am sure they are dictated by feelings which moiselle Curchod did not wind her chains more ing of a good congregation, under his watch Bishop of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the freely in remarking upon the characters of their
brethren, censuring their guilt or praising their vir 
none but a parent can understand. Well, then, effectually around Gibbon's heart. I imagine ful care. None, however, was obtained for State of Ohio. 2 vols. royal 8vo.
tues. It is also common to hear them speak of the
let me tefl the secret, and be as foolish as the that Cupid, the little god of love, might have them.
We make the following extract from the Pros different denominations of Christians, and it is by
best of them, since, in this hard age, none but expelled a great deal of paganism from the
Towards the close of 1823 the Society ap
no means a rare occurrence that we hear most un
a fool would have a feeling heart. The other pages of his splendid history. Some, to be sure pointed a clergyman of the diocese of Pennsyl pectus.
Although a great many volumes of sermons, of various charitable and unchristian remarks. Their supposevening I walked into the chamber where my will beinfidels in the bosom of wedlock, as some vania, Missionary to Indiana, and in the early
children were sleeping. There was Nathan with would be fools in the very palaces of Solomon. part of 1824, he repaired to the field of his Mis merit, are scattered over tlie country, it is believed, that ! ed errors are censured in a most unsparing- manner,
the clothes half kicked down, his hands, thrown But this is not the order of nature. Her virtu sionary labors, and continued in it for about a a full and regular array of those great cardinal subjects in j theii usages are pronounced unsci iptural, and peireligion, in which individuals, families, and large commu- ' haPs treated with contempt, indeed their defects are
carelessly over his head, tired with play, now ous instincts lead to truth.
year and a half.
i .ithe rlorm of instructive i sure to form the 1princip?' subject
of remark,’ while
resting in repose; there was little Sal, with her
nines are most concerned,, under
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VincenIn that beautiful dialogue which Plato has
, in
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balmy breath and her rosy cheeks, sleeping and
sermons,
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.
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nes,(places already mentioned,) and Washington
, that
, . readers
. not, much. acquainted
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• authors,! this way,
4 have no doubt,’ besides
a profanation cl ’
looking like innocence itself. There was Lu written in which he describes the closing scene Davies County, were the towns in which he in order
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,
1
cy, who has just begun to prattle and runs daily in the life of Socrates, Plato makes his mas chiefly officiated, and in all, or nearly all of may not incur too much risk in selecting: that persons of the Sabbath, tnere is also much slander.
ter
Socrates,
in
the
course
of
the
discussion,
at

Again,
Christians
are
exceedingly
fond of com
with tottering steps and lisping voice to ask her
which parishes were organized during his minis small means may not have to purchase more booksthan they
father to toss her into the air. [I solemnly tempt to account for the existence of skepti- try. Whether there existed at these places need, to obtain what they desire; and that neighborhoods, menting upon the services of the Sanctuary. They
wish, if these remarks Are read by any youth i cism: and he traces it to the same causes as that enough of the elements of permanency and sta- destitute of pastoral care, may have an accessible and a | attend at the house of God professedly for the pur
ful bachelor of forty, who boards and means to which produces misanthropy. He thinks that b.lity to justify the formation of parishes is a sufficiently extensive and various collection of discourses, ' pose of worshipping, hut if we were, to judge Irc-m
we see and hear, we might with some proboard all his days in Tremont House, that he men of rash judgments and irritable tempers, matter of uncertainty, though had they enjoy “wherewith one may edify another.” The want of such j what
priety qaestion the sincerjty of their professions
would read not a syllable farther.] As I look when thej' have once confided in a character su ed for a while the services of Missionaries, it is
ed upon these sleeping innocents, I could not perficially virtuous, and have found themselves probable they might have been kept together, a collection is felt, especially in the western country, where , Thfi mhnster see£na to bo the first object of 110but regard them as so many little birds, which deceived, pass a judgment on the whole species and ultimately been able to sustain themselves. the population basso far outrun the means of public reli- J tjce_|,is appearance—manner—delivery—talent—
I must fold under my wing,and protect if possi and spend the rest of their lives in revenging But their Missionary, who was young in the gious instruction, and books, in which a Christian may are all particularly attended to and most freely com
ble in security in my nest. But when I thought, their disappointment by railing at mankind. In ministry, and cut off by his situation from the fully confide for sound doctrine and true piety, are so un merited upon.
of the huge cows that were feeding around like manner, he supposes, that when a hasty sympathy, encouragement and restraint of his speakably important, as the means of personal domestic,
The Sermon may be pronounced good, not per
them: the ugly hoofs that might crush them in mind has been deceived bv an apparent demon brethren, became discouraged, abandoned tfie and social improvement in the knowledge of God.
haps, because it is a plain exhibition of the truth,
stration,
and
afterwards
discovers
that
the
de

to rmn; in short when I remembered the Bird's
With particular reference to this state of things, thtfvel- and well calculated to produce religious impres
monstration is false, it loses its confidence in field to which he had been sent, and retired umes above mentioned, have been prepared. The whole sions, but because its style pleases the ear—its pcNest in the Moon, I trembled and wept.
from
the
services
of
the
Society.
This
was
in
all reasoning, and views all things in the uni
But why weep? Is there not a special Pro verse as floating, like the waters of the Euripus. July, 1825. In every case the parishes formed objectin the selection of these discourses, has been to ex- : riods are harmonious. Or it may he pronounced
vidence in the fall of a sparrow? It is very pos without order and without end. Such a man is by him have it is believed, become dissolved, hibit truth, as it is in Jesus, to the mind, conscience, and bad, not that it fails to set foith the sating (lor
ii
• -. i, and, faithfully,
r • , c i, as the
,, oracles
i ofr r
,1 1 trines of the
sible, that the nest which I saw was not in so deprived of the certainty of real existence and and many who were connected with them have iheart,. cfully,spiritually,
God
mt. cross, but becaaise it does not suit the
.
■ i neculiar tastes of peculiar minds. Thus Christians
precarious a condition as it appeared to be.— imputes to reason the darkness of his own mind. been drawn into folds which are not our own.
in plainness, simplicity and strength, with due attention 1J A
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Perhaps some providential instinct led the bird
Tor almost ten years after, the State of India to a systematic arrangement of subjects, but without the are occupied with the man, while the great subject
I
have
generally
noticed
that
infidelity
and
matter
is
entirely
overlooked.
From
the
minister
to build her fragile house in the ranker grass, misanthropy have an affinity for each other: and na saw not within its borders a single resident stiffness of artificial system; in a style of thought and com
...
they pass to other things, the music, thecongrewhich the kine never bite, and, of course, on are often combined in the same heart. But clergyman of the Protestant Episcopal Church. position which minds of the highest cultivation
may en- ;
- 1 ,
.
i
ri
.................................. b„.
, ,
gation,the strangers and the like.
which they would not be likely to tread: perhaps how is a man to avoid misanthropy? No man It is impossible to say how large a proportion .
joy, and readers of ordinary intelligence comprehend ; so ! * Anothe.. gubject whjch not unfrequently cngage9
some kind impulse may guide that species so as
ever became amisanthrope under the smiles of of the several hundred thousand inhabitants that whoever needs the selection, may have hoc upon line as j
attention? ig the secular affilirs of the church>
not to tread even on a bird’s nest. At any rate an
affectionate wife, and surrounded by a fami then in that State, had, before their emigration to the blessed wav of salvation, through the death and in As most of the members of the parish are brought
chance might lead to an escape. I have never ly of
ruddy children. These are tender chains thither, been nurtured in the bosom of the tercession of our Lord Jesus Christ.
heard, and I despair new of ascertaining the
which
connect us with the universe; they bind Episcopal Church, and were now either mourn The volumes will be composed of sermons of eminent di together on this day, it is supposed that a good
important fact that, the nest I saw was acutalus
in
harmony
with our species; they lead us to ing over the loss of privileges which they bad vines, never before published in the United States, and opportunity is afforded for talking over parish mat
ly crushed by the foot of a cow. Perhaps the
feel
our
need
of
a higher Protector,—to see the left behind, or seeking in other and less conge of modern date and phraseology. Each will contain fifty ters.
joyful mother saw her young expand their
If the Church need any repairing, this.is brought
and the goodness, and therefore to believe nial bodies, the spiritual food which they earn two discourses. A Preliminary Essay, by Bishop M’Ilwings, and inherit their paternal air; perhaps the glor^
forward; if further accommodations are required,
estly desired,or (most painful alternative) losing
in
tne
existence
of
God.
progeny of those very eggs are now singing
When a man is once on a wrong track, every in the pursuit of riches or honor, or worldly vaine, will introduce the first volume, and an appropriate the means for providing them are suggested—if
in the groves around Boston. There is a mer
influence, the salutary impressions, the pious Preface, by the same, will open the second.
any thing is to be done to raise or increase the
ciful God, whose care and protection extends step he takes only leads him so much farther purposes and the spiritual attachments of ear
minister's support this is talked over. Or if, as is
out
of
the
way.
God,
when
he
built
the
world
CONDITIONS.
over all his works, who takes care of the spar
lier days. That there were many, thus situat
sometimes the case, they wish to change their pas
designed
to
pack
men
together
in
families;
and
Each
volume
will
contain
between
350
and
600
pagcs>
row’s children and of mine.
it is the only way in which you can throw the ed, we have abundant evidence.
Royal 8vo. in a clear and distinct type ; and printed on toral relations, the Sabbath is selected as a fit
I think I have read somewhere, that, it a man human species together, without impairing their
The period, too, of this destitution was most eastern paper, of fine quality. The price will be $2.00 season to make known their feelings to each oth
wishes to learn to pray, he must go to sea: but, principles and endangering their virtue. A man important.' The elements of society were be
er. These and similar topics, occupy unquestion
with all due submission to the author of this goes into a splendid city,—he becomes too licen ginning to combine: institutions were spring per volume, bound in the style of Suddards’ British Pul ably much of the attention of Christians. Some
pit
ar.d
$2,25
in
leather
binding.
wise remark, I think we should rather say—Let tious, or too lazy, or too proud to establish a ing into existence that were to give a tone to
The first volume will be put to press in the course of this may indeed regard them as subjects altogether pro
him be married and have a family of children. family. He passes his time among the rubi public sentiment:—a concentration ofinfluence
per to be conversed about, others as matters of too
It is- almost impossible to be an infidel with a cund inmates of a fashionable boarding house. was going on, which tended to give to those spring, and the second the ensuing fall.
trifling a nature to deserve any particular attention.
little progeny rising round you. If Hume could He spends his evenings at the theatre or billiard- possessing it, a great control over the communi
But if we look at the great object of the Sabbafli
have seen a little lisping girl, come and climb table. He rails at women and hates children, ty at large. How deeply then will every lover
KENYON COLLEGE.—EXHIBITION.
as a day to be kept holy unto the Lord, a season f’r
his knees and address him as a father—“Papa, because he only know the vilest of the sex, and of our Zion lament that so many of our breth
The annual exhibition of the Junior Class, and spiritual improvement, we cannot long hesitote
who made all things?”—he would have almost and has never seen a child which was his own. ren were long without pastors to watch over
involuntarily answered,—God. Ifa man wishes ills affections become warped, his heart is insu them, and to feed them with the bread of life— the Celebration of the Philomathesian and Nu to decide whether such topics are proper to bo dis
to learn to pray for protection during the night lated, and because he has lost his humanity, and that we had no.herald of the Cross in the Pi Kappa Societies, will take place in the College cussed. And if we look at the extent of the
practice we cannot regard these things as of tri
et um go, as 1 have done, and see his children he has never found his religion. O how I should whole of that State, proclaiming the blessings
as eep, an remember the pestilence that walks like, before such a fellow goes to his lonely and the privileges of the Gospel in the Church. Chapel, this day at 11 o’clock, A. M. The follow fling importance. I do not say that we are never
ing is the order of Exercises.
to speak upon any of the subjects to which I have
darkness. Let l,im experience the feelings
We bless God that it is now otherwise, that
of an anxious father, bending over the sleeping grave and his rotten carcass manures the ground
alluded, during the Sabbath; on the contrary, cir
MUSIC.
form of bis rentier children, and conscious ,( to throw into his narrow heart, one straw from some watchmen are at their posts, and that the
1. Oration,... The Existing Prejudice against the Ajri- cumstances may make it quite important that ve
my
Bird's
Nest
in
the
Moon.
awakening Missionary spirit of the Church will
1,0 thousand dangers seen and unseen, that
do, sometimes, speak upon them. But as matters
can....Wm. Richards.
sustain them in their holy enterprise.
ho-er around their defenceless heads. It was
Oration,...Achievements of American Industry,...... of common conversation, I am persuaded they arc
DEVOTION IN CHILDHOOD.
In the year 1833, the clergyman first alluded W2.illiam
over her dear little sleeping infants—if she had
improper. Some of them are matters which might
II. Johnson.
Christian
parents
hear
their
children
say
their
any—I imagine, that Mrs. Barhauld penned th
to in this article, returned to Vincennes, and it
as- well be omitted not only upon the Sabbath, but
music
.
,
Prayers, hut do not always teach them to pray. is believed, officiated for a short time. We have
following beautiful remarks: “If prayer ww er
all other days; others could equally be attended to
3. Oration, ... Literature of the reign of Queen Anne,... as well and with much more propriety on week
not enjoined to the perfection, it would be per Children over sixyears of age maybe taught the no knowledge that the interests of the Church
Luke Douglas.
mitted to the weakness of our nature. We important duty of sacred prayer. As first im were promoted by this removal.
davs. In conclusion I would remark; I truly be
should he bestrayed into it, if we thought it sin pressions never fade away, how interested should
4. Ora-hou,...Christianity essential to the Permanence of lieve there is much more conversation amongst
In 1834, one or two clergymen residing at
torjnform an early habit of devotion Louisville, in Kentucky, began to officiate a part Free Institutions,...Ujlvry L. Richards.
jAnd pious ejaculations would escape our lips, jparents
n the,r obeftsp
Christians upon the Sabbath than is profitable. If
This habit will not become a of the time at New Albany.
music.
we attend faithfully upon the services of the Sane-
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Carefully attend to these suggestion, Dear Sir, bly enlarged, in consequence of the augmenta by Dr. Gregory in the midst of his accumulat
tuary, and bestow that attention upon the spiritual
On the 5th February the printing office was linwi—i
interests of our families which we ought, the re and I can assure you, that in a little time, instead tion of the Royal Artillery, occasioned by the ed engagements, gratuitously, for the benefit of and twelve printers at work. A new version of the Chi
mainder of the day may well be spent in reading of being disposed to regard the forms of the Irish Union, a mathematical master was wanted. Mr. Hall s family, and in testimony of his last nese New Testament was in hand, to be printed as soon as
church as tedious and irksome,as uninteresting and This office, in the month of December, princi ing affection for the memory of his friend. In possible.—Am. Tract Mag.
God’s word, in silent meditation and in prayer.
Philos.
unprofitable, you will find them by the blessing of pally through the instrumentality of Dr. Hutton deed the review of the entire life of the subject
God, as holy men and martyrs have regarded them Mr. Gregory was invited to accept. With this of the preceding memoir is alike calculated to I Access to China through Assam or the Shans—The
from primitive times, every way calculated to en invitation he complied, and, removing to Wool inspire admiration of his distinguished talents ame c-ommunication says, “An opportunity for introduc
For the Gambier Observer.
“ Rev. and Dear Sir,—-Will you be so kind as kindle in your heart,the hallowed flame of pure de wich, immediately after the Christmas vacation and acquisitions, and a profound respect for his ing Tracts into China by way of Assam lias recently come
to answer me this question—Why is it that the votion. And as you advance in the path of holi entered upon his academical duties. Since that character. Rising above that narrow and par *-o our notice, which can be improved by sending these
mode of worship in the Episcopal Church appears ness, in humility and faith, this form of sound words, time he has been gradually promoted through tial philosophy which, with too many scientific 0,000 volumes if we can get them.”
to me so dry and unprofitable, so uninteresting and next to the Bible you will clasp to your bosom and the intermediate stages to the professor s chair, men, induces doubts upon the highest order of
It is supposed to have bsen ascertained that the Siamese
fondly gazing upon its untold beauties as they to which he was appointed on the death of Mr. subjects, which it is utterly unable to solve —
formal ? Yours, &c,
•’
and the Shans are essentially the same people, and that ont!
Bonnycastle,
in
May
1821,
and
which
he
now
Dr. Gregory has earned the title of a Christian
gradually open to your view, it will be admired and
ANSWER.
fills with equal reputation to himself, and ad philosopher. He has shown in his own charac original language; with variations of dialect, prevails in
loved as one of your richest treasures.
Dear Sir,—I am happy to witness the frankness
vantage to that important seminary.
ter, as well as in his own writings, the harmony the countries between Assam and Siam, which will great
Yours kc.
H.
and candor with which you seem willing to disclose
Shortly after Mr. Gregory’s removal to Wool of scientific, moral and religious truth; and per ly facilitate the preparation of books for those millions.
your feelings on this subject ; and the apparent
wich, he received from Mareschal College, haps it is difficult to determine which of these t<apg3caaawinaiasgjcpz-3raEE>ai3W5agc««r»*^«»-i^.,| i > » —..i... jill.
For the Gambier Observer.
anxiety expressed to ascertain why the services of
OLINTHUS GREGORY, L.L; D, F.A. S. &c. &c. Aberdeen, the degree of A. M.: and, after a. subjects is most deeply indebted to his valua
the Church do not appear to you as inviting and
Professor of Mathematics in the Royal Military Academy, lapse of three or four years, on presenting this ble and persevering labours.
The Legislature--- The indications in this body have Ct
profitable as you could wish. I say I am happy to
Wooltvich.
college with a copy of his Mechanics, and the
Dr. Gregory has married twice, and has a length
become sufficiently marked, to enable the public to
witness this, because it indicates a sincerity of
[concluded. J
first volume of his Pantologia, he received the surviving family of two sons and two daugh determine
with tolerable certainty, as to the policy about
motive and a mind open to conviction, such as af
One of the most interesting and important further degree of LL.D. *1 his latter work is ters.*
to be adopted in relation to the three important subjects,
fords encouraging promise that whatever reasons circumstances connected with Mr. Gregory’s comprehended in twelve thick and closely print
banks, internal improvements, and the disposition of the
* Since the publication of the above, Dr. Gregory has surplus revenue. On the 15th instant, a bill entitled, ‘An
may be suggested in reply to your question, will residence at Cambridge, was the commencement ed octavo volumes, and was finished in 1813.
been bereaved of his eldest son, a promising, pious, and act to authorize a loan of credit, by the state of Ohio, to
be attentively and carefully weighed. I take it for of his friendship with the late Rev. Robert
Although Dr. Gregory’s professional duties most
filiaPyouth, just grown up. He was drowned in the Railroad Companies, and to authorize subscriptions by the
granted, that you have been awakend from the slum Hall, which continued unimpaired until the required unwearied application, he found time Thames
while landing from the steamer, in which he had State to the capital stock of Turnpike, Cjinal, and Slackbers of spiritual death, and truly converted from death of that distinguished man. Since that to compose his celebrated “Ireatiseoi Mechan just returned from a visit to the continent.
water Navagation Companies,” after having passed the
sin to holiness; that the worship of God, both in event, Dr. Gregory has given to the world an ics in Theory and Practice,” in three octavo
Senate and undergone various amendments in the House,
C. P. M.
passed
the latter branch. The State Journal thus remarks
public and private, has become your supreme de admirable memoir of his friend, accompanying volumes, of which the first edition appeared in
of it.
light; and that as yet you are comparatively a a complete edition of his works. From this 1806. The strongest testimony to the excel
Missionary and Education Committee.
“In regard to Rail Road Companies it authorizes a loan
stranger to the mode of worship as conducted by we learn that Mr. Gregory and Mr. Hall at first lence of this work may be found in the numer
The Quarterly Meeting of the Missionary and Educa of credit by the State equal to one-half the amount sub
the Episcopal church. The mode is new to you, were associated, not only as friends, but also as ous editions through which it has passed, and tion Committee of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the scribed by private persons, to be delivered to the Company
and may not this be one very strong reason, why fellow students, as well as some other particu the extensive sale it continues to command in Diocese of Ohio will be held at Gambier, on Monday the in negotiable scrip, or transferable certificates of stock,
hearing an interest not exceeding six per cent, per annum,
it does not seem natural and agreeable? Your lars respecting the early intimacy and habits of England, on the continent of Europe, and in 10th day of April next, at 2 o’clock P. M.
and redeemable in periods not exceeding twenty years; for
first serious impressions were received, and your these eminent men, which are highly interest the^United States. It is used as a class-book
the payment of which the faith of the State is pledged.—
JOSEPH MUENSCHER,
first pleasant and delightful associations con ing, as illustrating the character of both. We in the American Military College at West Point
In regard to Turnpike, Canal, and Slack-water Navigation
Secretary of the Hoard.
companies, the Governor is authorized to subscribe to their
nected with the public worship of God, were all subjoin the Doctor’s account of this period of and in several other of their colleges. It has
stock, on a very liberal scale; and the Board of Public
formed under a different inode of worship before you his life, drawn from the memoir to which we are also been translated into the German language,
Works have a general supervision in the selection of the
came to reside where an Episcopal Church had been referring.
and introduced into some of the Continental RELIGIOUS . INTELLIGENCE. proper
objects or works, in which lie State is to become in
established. It seems very strange to you ; the
Universities.
“When Mr. Hall proposed,” says Dr. Greg
Clerical Change.— flic Rev. C. S. Hawks has ac terested. Some amendments made to the bill by the House
of
Representatives,
yet remain to be acted upon by the
novelty of it so attracts your attention and engages ory, “that we should devote an hour every mor
In the year 1807, Dr. Gregory’s translation cepted an invitation to Trinity parish in the city of Buffa
Senate, hut no doubt remains that the bill will ultimately
your thoughts, that you can with the utmost diffi ning to reading together, he asked me to assist from the French of M. Haiiy s ’Elementary
become a law.”
culty realize any solemnity or profit in such a him in his mathematical studies; adding, that as Treatise on Natural Philosophy,made its appear lo. Inconsequence of the lemovalof Mr. Hawks, Trini
The provisions of the bill we may reasonably conclude,
ty parish, Ulster county, and St. Paul’s parish, Red Hook,
mode.
ance
in
two
octavo
volumes,
and
met
with
that
a matter of mutual advantage, it might he well
tbeiefore, are to be the policy of the State in relation to in
will
soon
he
without
a
clergyman
--Churchman.
ternal improvements, for some years to come.
But my dear Friend,be not hasty in forming your that, on alternate mornings, I should be his ma favourable reception,which might have been ex
A hill entitled “A Bill for the regulation of Banks, and
judgment; let not your conclusion be, as is toe fre thematical tutor, and he my instructor in meta pected from the joint influence of two such
Illinois.—This important diocese, though having a bi for the creation and extension of the charters of certain
quently the case, a rash one. Weigh the matter physics. To this proposal I gladly assented ; names as that of the author and of the translator. shop at its head, has received as yet but a scanty and in Banks therein named, originally reported in the Senate by
In the spring of 1811, Dr. Gregory, in con
well before you decide the question whether after a and it has long been my persuasion that the
sufficient supply of clergymen. Rushville is still destitute Mr. Crouse, has passed that body, and is now under consid
fair trial, the mode of worship which now seems so scheme flowed in great measure from his desire junction with his friend Dr. Hutton, published, and still presents a most favorable opening for usefulness__ eration in the House. After having undergone some
it will probably pass the House, and 'bus be
repulsive to your feelings may not appear very dif to call my attention to general literature, and primarily for the use of the Royal Military Aca Bishop Chase says, in a letter to the editor, “By all ac amendments,
come the policy of the State in relation to Banks.
demy, a third volume of “A course of Mathe
especially the science of mind.
ferent.
On the 13th instant, a hill passed the House fot the dis
*****
matics,” of which also he composed about one counts I receive from that most interesting parish, never tribution
this State’s proportion of the surplus revenue
Your neighbor Mr. K--------- will tell you that
half. In the midst, however, of these great and was there more need of a missionary. Do put in a few among theofseveral
“
Mr.
Hall
’
s
avowed
object
in
recurring
at
all
counties, yeas 50, nays 13. This hill
his first impressions with regard to this mode were
words
in
your
paper
entreating
some
one
to
think
of
them
complicated efforts, he was not unmindful of
has been read the first time in the Senate, and from the
similar to your own; hut that now having been a to his mathematical studies was, the acquisition higher interests than those of science, and, im and seek them as sheep having no shepherd, and likely soon vote in its favor in the House, the probability is strong that
member of the church only about one year, such of so much geometry, trigonometry, and conic- mediately on the completion of the last mention to he lost, if they he not speedily found and fed by the it will he adopted by the Senate. It may he regarded,
is his delight in her-soleiqn services, words cannot sections, as would enable him thoroughly to ed treatise, he at once varied his labours, and word of life.” Wecan add nothing which would give force therefore, as very certain, that the provisions of this bill
comprehend the entire scope of the reasoning
are to be the policy of the State, in relation to the vexed
express the warmth of his admiration.
impressed upon them a far higher degree of to sue!) a plea as this, and we hope that it will move the question of the disposition of the surplus revenue.
He has been for a number of years an active and in Maclaurin’s ‘Account of Sir Isaac Newton’s value and importance, by the composition of his heart of some one who is able and willing to become the
Mr. Hildreth has reported in ihe House a bill to au
devoted member of another respectable body of Philosophical Discoveries.’ For this, indeed, justly celebrated “Letters on the Evidences, shepherd of such a flock.
thorize the Commissioners of Knox County, to erect the
his
college
studies
had
in
great
measure
pre

town of Gambier into a separate township. Ou the 18th
Christians; and had any one told him a little more
pared him; and there would have been hut lit Doctrines, and Duties of the Christian.Reli
It is hoped that an Episcopal church will be ready for
Samuel Medary was elected State Printer, and S. F.
than a year since that he would have realized that
gion,” in two volumes. This work, the history consecration in Rushville by Bishop Chase, on the visita inst.
tle
to
learn,
could
he
have
been
satisfied
to
pro

Maccracken re-elected Director of the Ohio Penitentiajy.
spiritual edification and delight he now finds, he
of
which
appears
in
itspreface,
is
one
of
the
best
The
Senate
had not concurred in the resolution of the
ceed as students often do. But it was not in
tion which he proposes shortly- to make. It is his inten
could not have believed him.
House, to adjourn on the 27th inst. at our last dates.—
his nature to advance, unless he ascertained performances on the subject that the English tion to include in this visitation the lower parts of the Political
Watchman.
In citing however the case of Mr. K--------- , I the firmness of the ground at every step. He language contains. It has been extensively state, especially Alton, one of the most flourishing towns
give you but one example of several thousand, who reasoned philosophically, for instance upon the circulated in Great Britain, America,and India, in the west, with an Episcopal Church, of which Rev. J.
The Senate.—Is still in session. Yesterday, the Vice
President of the United States having withdrawn, accord
re now warmly attached and truly devoted mem nature of ratios and proportions: so that we had and several editions have been published, The
Dc Pui is lector. Bishop Chase, and the few laborers as ing to usage, to allow of the choice of a President pto. tern.
bers of the Episcopal church.
to clear our way through the recondite lectures letter on Mysteries, and that on the Divinity sociated with him in this wide field, have a strong claim up before the adjournment, the Senate proceeded to the choice
One or two familiar examples showing the influ of Barrow relative to those points; before we of our Lord, have been translated into the
of a President pro tempore, and the balloting resulted in the
ence of habit upon the mode of offering up our could advance to trigonometry. His logical French language, and widely circulated in on the sympathies and assistance of the members of the election of William li. King, of Alabama to that honora
ble station.
devotions, will give the reason above assigned, no habits, also, made him very reluctant to pass France. These letters, on their first appear church.—Epis. Rec.
The Senate spent some time in Executive business —
little weight in your mind. During the first months over any geometrical proposition, in which he ance, were elaborately reviewed in several of
Dr. Wheaton and Washington College.—We un During the sitting, it is understood, besides a number of
of your Christian experience you were accustomed could not trace the anaslyis as well as the syn our periodical journals; but in none with more
smaller nominations and renewals of office the following
to pray in your closet in an audible voice, but at a thesis. In this manner, and with such views, justice, elegance, and masterly discrimination derstand that the Rev. Dr. Wheaton has accepted the cal! gentlemen were nominated for the offices attached to their
certain period you were thrown into circumstances we went through the proposed cour^p. Of than in the Eclectic Review for 1812, by Ins of the Church hi New Orleans, to become their Rector respective names:
To be Secretary for the department of War, Joel R.
and that in consequence, he has resigned his office as Pres
which rendered it impracticable for you to conduct what utility all this was ultimately to Mr. Hall, I friend the Rev. Robert Had.
of South Carolina.
In 1816, Dr. Gregory laid before the world ident of Washington College. The field of labour in the Poinsett,
private prayer otherwise than in a silent manner. cannot precisely say; but I can testify that it
Tobe Envoy Extraordinary, and Plenipotentiary to Rus
You recollect no doubt full well how it affected was of permanent advantage to his mathemati his “Elements of Plane and Spherical Trigono South West is nearly new, but there is abundant need of sia, George M. Dallas, of Pennsylvania.
To he Secretary of Legation to the same country, Wil
your enjoyment in prayer, how wandering were cal preceptor, who had not previously formed metry. with their applications;” and in the sum laborers. We trust the Doctor will be instrumental of do
your thoughts, and how little of the Divine pres the habit of tracing apparent results to their mer of the following year, accompanied M. Biot ing much good to the Church in New Orleans, and in the liam W. Chew.
To be minister to Prussia, Henry Wheaton.
ence was realized.
foundations; but who, from that period, pursued and Captain Colbyto the Shetland Islands, in South West generally.— Chronicle of the Church.
To he Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentia
After a little perseverance the habit of com science with a new interest, kept his eye more order to make some astronomical observations
ry to Mexico, Powhattan Ellis.
and
experiments
with
pendulums,
in
reference
W
ashington
C
ollege
__
The
Rev.
Horatio
Potter,
Rec
manding the thoughts, and fixing the attention was steadily upon ultimate principles, and learnt to
To be Charge d’Affaires to Belgium, William II. Hay
formed, and then the silent mode of secret prayer value such researches quite-as much for their to that long agitated and highly interesting pro tor of St. Peter’s Church, Albany, has been unanimously wood, of North Carolina.
We do not know whether any of the above appointments
big&n to appear no longer as at first. Again, an intellectual discipline as for their practical blem— the figure of the earth, and published a elected to the Presidency of Washington College, in the were
acted upon yesterday, except that of Mr. Dallas,
brief
account
of
the
result
of
his
own
observa

place of the Rev. Dr. Wheaton, resigned. We u iderstand which was confirmed.
individual who has always been accustomed to of benefit.
tions,
in
Tilloclcs
Philosophical
Magazine,
On
that Dr. Wheaton proceeds forthwith to New Orleans, hav
fer up his devotions in the kneeling posture; the
The nomination of Mr. Labrancbe, as Charge d’Affaires
“In reference to the philosophy of mind, af
first time, an attempt is made to pray either inpub- ter we had gone slightly over Locke’s Essay, his their journey northward, Dr. Gregory and M. ing received an invitation to the Rectorship of the church to Texas, (nominated by the late President of the United
States)
was also confirmed.
iic or private standing will find it extremely diffi Conduct of the Understanding, and Watts’s On Biot were made honorary freemen of the city of in that city--- Churchman.
The Senate is expected to adjourn to day.—National In
Aberdeen.
cult to fix his attention ao as to enjoy devotion. I tology, which I had read before, we studied
telligencer.
The papers from Canada state that there had been an
Prior to this time, Dr. Gregory had for sev
trust you perceive the force of these examples as Berkely, Wollaston, Hartly, Andrew Baxter,
The Cabinet.—It is to he presumed from the fact of on 
eral
years
prepared
two
almanacs
for
the
Sta

important
meeting
in
St.
James
Church,
Toronto,
on
the
illustrating the point under consideration. If there Reid, some portions of Bacon’s Essays, and of
ly one Cabinet Minister being yesterday nominated to the
fore your first extremely partial acquaintance with his Treatise on the Advancement of Learning; tioners’ Company, and, on his return from his 5th of November, tin objects of which were to promote Senate, that the residue of the Cabinet will remain, as
.his mode of worship leaves an impression some or, rather, I should say, I had the advantage of northern excursion, they consigned, to him the the interests of religion and the increased efficiency of the composed under the last administration. The Cabinet will
then consist of the following gentlemen .
what unfavorable, be not surprised in the least, for learning what was most or least valuable in each entire management of the Ladies Diary and established church; and among other resolutions adopted
John Forsyth, Secretary of Slate.
it is new to you, it is altogether different from and all of these, from this admirable living White’s Ephemeris, together with the whole of by the thirty clergymen and others there assembled, there
Levi Woodbury, Secretary of the Treasury.
that
general
superintendence
of
their
Almanacs
J. It. Poinsett, Secretary of War.
were, first the advantage that would result from the divithe mode in which you have been trained.
commentator. We were about to proceed to
which
had
been
so
long
and
so
ably
conducted
M.
Dickerson, Secretary of the Navy.
Another reason Sir, why this mode of worship Search’s (Abraham Tucker’s) ‘Light of Nature,’
sion of the Diocese of Quebec, and the necessity of a bi
appears uninteresting and unprofitable is this; in when some circumstances, which I cannot re by Dr. Hutton. In addition to the above la shop for Upper Canada, and, second, the propriety of an cer.B. F. Butler, Attorney Genera!__ National Intelligen
bours Dr. Gregory was one of the twelve gen
stead of going to the house of God with a praying call to mind, rendered it inconvenient for us
tlemen who had the honour of establishing that annual convocation. The meeting also took into consid Distressing Intelligence.—The Salem Register of Thurs
heart and expecting a spiritual blessing from Him thus to meet,and brought these delightful read
mostuseful and flourishing institution,‘‘The As eration the adoption of measures, first, to promote the ed day says: Letters received from Manilla by the owners of
who heareth prayer, you went with a spirit of in ings and commentaries to a close. We did not tronomical Society of London: heulso discharg ucation of young men for the ministry; second, the encour the ship Augustus Lang, (late George W. Lamsan,) Get.
difference, or rather from curiosity, and during the then go through any of Dugald Stewart’s works, ed the duties of Secretary to that Society until agement and support of missions; third, the formation of a 2.3d, from the Fejee Islands, state than on her passage from
Fejees, the Augustus touched at the Caroline Islands,
service you sat as a silent spectator, and took no Mr. Hail regarding him as an elegant expositor a severe attack of inflammatory disease com fund for the benefit jof the widows of clergymen: fourth, the
to trade with the natives, and remained two or three days.
part with the congregation. No correct judgment of Reid, but greatly interior in originality.— pelled him to resign.
the establishment of a paper, or miscellany, of religious in
As Captain Lamson, with a boat’s crew, was leaving the
in this matter can be formed till some little pains From Bacon’s Essays he used to read passages
for the last time, (the ship being under weigh jeady
Engagements so laborious, important, and di telligence, in connection with the Church of England. An island
for
sea,) they were attacked by a party of natives. One
has been taken to find the places: nor until with a aloud, with the warmest expressions of commen versified as those in which Dr. Gregory has address was also voted to the governor, Sir F. Head, on
of
them
came behind Captain Lamson, and struck him
praying heart you have joined in the services sev dation.”
been engaged for more than thirty years, have his appointment, and “imploring his powerful protection with aeluh, killing him instantly, and the others discharg
eral rimes. It is the uncandid and extremely un In the spring of '1801,he wrote a treatise on as acquired for him an extended celebrity and in in behalf of the rights and privileges of the Church as by ed a shower of arrows at the men in the boat, wounding
generous conduct of thousands to condemn this tronomy, which he dedicated to his friend Dr. fluence, not only in his own but also in foreign j jaw established.” In reply, his excellency gave assurance four of them severely.
The schooner Albion, (tender to the Augustus, and
mode of worship as unprofitable and vain, when at Hutton. This work, which was published in countries. They have also induced many learn of “the regard and attachment he naturally entertained
commanded by Mr. Lakeman, her chief officer,) was sup
the same time they cannot say they have ever on one volume octavo, was received by the public ed bodies to enrol him among their honorary
for the clergy of the Established Church of Upper Cana posed to he totally lost, with her officers, and crew, among
one occasion joined in it. They certainly cannot with the respect which it merited. It was no members. Among these are, the Academy ol
the Fejee Islands, previous to the sailing of the Augustus.
speak from experience, they can only throw out ticed in the Monthly and other reviews, in a Dijon, the Literary and Philosophical Society da. ”— Churchman.
N. Y. Obs.
some extremely vague conjectures dictated by manner highly flattering to an author’s feelings: of New York, the Historical Society of New
By an amendment incorporated in the General Appro
CHEERING FROM SINGAPORE.
priation Bill, (which has become 3 lawj thirty thousand
minds too much under the influence of strong pre and in the Philosophical Magazine it was char York, the Literary and Philosophical Societies
Rev. Mr. Tracy in a letter dated December 31, 1835, dollars are appropriated to purchase for the use of the
judice. But as you sir appear disposed to investi- acterized as “the best practical work on the at Cambridge and Bristol, the Institution of Ci
tigate this subject seriously and impartially, I ask subject published since the days of Leadbeat- vil Engineers, the Parisian Statistical Society, says,—“The printing of Tracts in Chinese has gone on United States, the writings a*ad records of Mr. Madison.
Seminole War.—By the latest accounts from Florida, it
you, only let two or three directions be strictly ob er.” But with all these encomiums, and al and others. About three years ago, he also had steadily under the^direction of Achang. The number
appears tiiat the Seminole war is not ended. Gen. Jessup
served and you will soon find the difficulties of though it commanded an extensive sale, the au the honour of being appointed by his piesent manufactured during the year is 39,000, containing 158 had sent to Garey’s ferry for 400 horses to renew the cam
which you now complain most happily removed.
thor was not altogether satisfied with it. He Majesty, one of a hoard of fourteen men of leaves. Blocks have recently beer.'cut here for a number paign, the Chiefs have not come in according to agreement.
The first is: go to church with a determination always describes it as a hasty performance, science, who are constituted visitors of the Iloy- of new Tracts, one of which is on the evils of opium, and Hostilities were to have commenced on Saturday, 25th of
that by divine assistance you will not be an indiffer drawn up during his leisure hours in less than al Observatory at Greenwich In addition to was prepared by myself, partly from a Chinese broadsheet, February. The Chiefs, it is said, were willing to give up,
but the young warriors were averse to it; Philip’s tribe, at
ent spectator; but try to be as deeply interested as four months, and with inadequate knowledge. the works already noticed, Dr. Gregory has published by a native in Canton. Three Malay Tracts Topkoliky, have not been disturbed, and they have a force
possible and get all the good you can. Lay the To remedy this, he long meditated a new work edited new editions of Joyces Scientific Dia have been reprinted, and two Bugis Tracts, also a spelling- of more than 400 fighting men, with plenty of ammunition.
—N. Y. Obs.
axe at the root of bitter prejudice at once, and cut on the subject, which would include the excel logues; of Lobb’s Contemplative Philosopher; book in English.
Independence of Texas Achnowledycd.—The acknowledg
flown the poisonous tree: or you will never be pre lencies of the preceding, with such additions as some of Dr. George Gregory s works; and,
“The present aspect of missionary affairs bore is at least
pared to take an impartial view of this or of any time and observation had enabled him to make: lately, superintended the English edition of as favorable as at any past time. Preparations have been ment of the independence of Texas, is ascertained to have
place on Friday night, by President Jackson. I he
hut from this he was finally deterred on the ap Bishop Me II value’s Evidences of Christianity, commenced for an enlargement of our printing operations, taken
other mode of worship.
Senate had passed the resolution, and the othei nousc the
The next is this : join in the service with a full pearance of Professor Woodhousc’s Astrono lie has also published Mathematics for Practical and abrich printing office for Chinese, sixtg-fioe feet by seven appropriation for a minister at large, when General Jackand audible voice in the same spirit with which you my.
Men; and Memoirs of his friend the late Dr. teen is to be completed within three or four weeks. Mate son sent for Colonel Wharton, the Texian Minister, at II,
P. M. on Frida) night, recognized him as minister, and
endeavor to read the bible for devotion in your clo
.
In the year 1802, on the death of that emi John Mason Good. .
rials are also rapidly gathering, and workmen are probably sent the name of a Mr. Grange or Grande, of Louisiana,
set or family: with the same spirit with which nent mathematician, the Rev.Charles Wildbore,
We have only room to notice the last, and in on their way from China.
to the Senate as Charge to 1 exas.
you try to worship God in the singing of psalms or the Stationers’ Company consigned to Mr. Gre some respects, the best of Dr. Gregory s liteiaAt the inauguration of the new President, Messrs.
“ There is a great and increasing eagerness for Chris
Wharton and Hunt took their places among the diplomatic
hymns. I say with (he same spirit, that is, with a gory the editorship of the Gentleman’s Diary; ry productions. This is, the recent edition of
tian books among the Chinese generally, and also among corps. — Star.
praying heart, with devout attention and personal and another of their almanacs. About the same the entire Works of Robert Hall, in six vols. oc
many of the Malays and Bugis. We want men to go eve
The number of persons arrested in France during the
application of the truths that come before the time he undertook the general editorship of the tavo, which has appeared since the death of
past year, for political offences alone, reaches, according
mind in the course of the service—and especially in Pantologia, a comprehensive dictionary of arts that extraordinary man, accompanied bv an ad ry where and sow the good seed of the word.
“It is evident that our labours have commended them- <o the best French legal report, the number of 20,000.
humble dependence upon the Holy Spirit to enable and sciences. Upon this work he immediately mirable memoir &c. from the Doctor’s pen.—
selves,
and the religion that we teach, to the minds of ma
von to feel the force of those truths. You know commenced his labours, although no part of it The memoir is unquestionably one of his hap
Job Work.—Advertisements.
tiiat in reading any portion of Holy Scripture for was published until March, 1808. From the piest efforts, and is alike worthy of the author ny of the Chinese and others in Singapore, and not a few
from
abroad,
and
that
the
way
is
preparing
for
their
lis

Nearly
all
kinds of Job work and the printing of Books
and
the
subject.
The
work,
besides
its
many
preface
we
learn,
that
more
than
half
the
arti

devotion, unless an effort is made to fix the atten
Pamphlets will be done at this office with neatness and
and great literary excellencies, has a crowning tening to the Gospel with a mind less prejudiced than for anti
tion, and secure the aid of the blessqd Spirit it is a cles it contains were written by himself.
despatch.
In the same year, as the Royal Military Aca merit, which we must be allowed to mention.— merly. We must go on, trusting in God, and the idols
Advertisements not inconsistent with the character and
dead form to you,it is neither read with pleasure nor
will
fall,
a#d
Jesus
be
exalted
ere
long.
”
All
the
labour
of
producing
it
has
been
borne
design of the Observer, will he inserted on the usual terms
demy
at
Woolwich
was
about
to
be
considera

profit.
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1’ O E T R Y
From the Colonial Churchman.
NAAMAN THE SYRIAN.
BY J. JACOB.

Bravest in the battle field—in hall,
’Mid Syria’s princely clan;
Wisest, and most renowned of all,
Was favored Naainan;
But all his lordly power and fame
Could not secure his mortal frame
From mortals’ dreadful ban ;
High though bis titles, great his soul,
The warrior was a leper foul.

Il is little captive Hebrew maid
Of Israel’s prophet told;
“Would but my master seek his aid,
He’d not his aid withhold.”
From Syria in his stately car
Caine down the mighty man of war
Laden with gifts of gold;
And stood in all the pomp of power
Expectant at the prophet’s door.
But, lo ! no fawning prophet came,
To please the Syrian’s pride,
A message in Elisha’s name,
Obsequious forms supplied.
“ If from this hour thou wouldst be free
From thy polluting leprosy,
Go wash in Jordan’s tide.”
High rose the wrath in Naaman’s breast,
He scorned t’ observe the mean request?

“ And is it this for which 1 came?
And shall I stoop so low?
What! wash in Jordan’s puny stream?
Insulting prophet!—no.
Through Syrian vales of sylvan song,
Far purer rivers roll along
Than all thy lands can show.
Why may I not to them repair,
Anu wash, and leave my foulness there?”
He said—then madly turned away ;
His homeward path pursued ;
Till by his servants urged to stay,
And check his ireful mood :
He listened to his faithful men,
In Jordan dipped—and lo! was clean.
Then full of gratitude,
Came back the prophet to reward,
And praise the goodness of the Loan.

Sinner, behold thy madness here,
Thou art unclean—unclean ;
Yet, though thy Saviour’s blood is near
To wash away thy sin,
Thou view’st it with a scornful frown,
And seekest fountains of thy own ;
Proud leper, think again:
II car—hear the voice that speaks to thee,
Wash from thy fatal leprosy.

JUVENILE
LEMUEL HAYNES.
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—and all would be anxious, did they know
its value.”
“But, father, have they all got Testament,
if they did know how to read?”
“No my dear, few of them, only, ever heard
about the Tesi ament—about God, or about
Christ!”
“Will half a dollar buy one Testament for
one little heathen girl?”
“It will.”
“Oh,” sighed the little Harriet, “how I
wish I had halfa dollar! Father, may I sell
any thing I’ve got if I can get half a dollar?”
“Yes,” said the father, smiling at his daugh
ter’s simplicity. The conversation here end
ed.
Almost every child has some toy of which
he is peculiarly fond. Harriet’s toy was a
beautiful tame grey squirrel which she had
brought up, and to which she was excessively
attached. It would eat from her hand,attend
her in her rambles and sleep on her pillow.
The pretty little Jenny, (for this was its
name) was suddenly taken sick. Harriet
nursed it with every care; and shed many
tears over it when it Hied on her pillow, in
her lap. Her father endeavored, in vain, to
console her, assuring her that Jenny was now
insensible to pain or trouble. “The end of
its life bad arrived, and it is now no more,but
when my little daughter comes to die, if she
is a good girl, her immortal spirit will only
leave this world, to wing its way to a world
happier than this.
Be comforted, my daughter, or you will
make your father unhappy. Why do you
grieve so!”
“Father,” said the weeping phild, “did I not
love my squirrel?” “Yes.” “Did you not say
I might sell any thing I had for half a dollar,
and send a Testament to the heathen chil
dren?” “Yes.”
“Well, I was going to sell my pretty squir
rel to Mr.------ , who was to give me half a
dollar for it, and I was going to send a Testa
ment to the heathen; but now my Jenny is
dead.” She ceased—sobs chocked her utter
ance. The father was silent—a tear stood in
his eye—he put a silver dollar into his daugh
ter’s hand, and the sweet child dried her tears
being consoled that Jenny’s death would be
the means of sending two or three Testaments
to the heathen instead of one.—S. S. Visiter.

T EMPERANCE,
From the Olive Branch.
A TALE THAT IS TRUE.

A short time since I was invited by a friend
to accompany him to--------- Hospital to
witness an operation which was to be perform
ed that day. I consented,not that I wished to
look upon a suffering man, but rather that I
might have an opportunity of seeing how
operations were conducted in these dwellings
of the afflicted. I seated myself by the side of
my friend, while my oye wnndprpd about the
room,tarrying on knives, saws, and other in
struments which lay upon the tables before me
painting to my imagination the scenes of an
guish which these walls had witnessed and ex
citing in my heart pity for those poor suffer
ers who were from day to day extended on
that sheeted table. As I was meditating upon
the “many ills which flesh is heir to,” the door
opened, and upon a board was brought a man
exhausted with disease, and worn out with
pain. He was lain upon the table and the
instruments of amputation were rapidly pre
paring.—The bloodless face and trembling
form told us that the sufferer was conscious
of his situation, and dreaded the pain he was
about to endure. “Perhaps” thought I, as I
looked upon the mortified and deadened limb,
“perhaps that man is a father, who has a wife
and children to mourn over his misfortunes,
and friends to minister to his wants,—but now
none are with him; he is to bear his pains
alone.” The saw followed the knife, and soon
the limb was t^ken off As the surgeon was
taking up the arteries, curiosity led me to in
quire into the cause of the disease, and my
feelings were indescribable when I was told—
“whilst in a state of intoxication, for the want
of a better shelter he slept in a barn and froze
his feet! ! I was faint and sick with the sight
and rose to leave the room, The hand of
my friend held me by the shoulder while he
asked if “I did not intend to see the whole
operation ! ! ” “Is it not already done?” I
enquired—“No, the other is to be taken off!!”
I hastened from the spot again to be in the
open air and relieve my ears and heart from
the cries of the unfortunate man.
If I have listened unmoved to Temperance
Lectures and Temperance Addresses, the elo
quence of that place converted me.
But the man who provided him with the
rum! I would that he were there, and if the
groans of that suffering man could not reform
him, a voice from the tomb would fail to do
it.

The remark has been a thousand times re
peated that “LemuelHaynes got his education
in the chimney corner.” This is literally true.
It may be necessary to say here, that chim
neys among the early settlers on the western
hills in New England were of’a peculiar struc
ture. They were ever built of huge stones,
with a broad base,occupying at least one third
of the ground covered by the building. The
fireplace seems to have received its form either
with reference to its consuming the greatest
quantity of fuel; or for the purpose of forming
a kind of sitting room for the younger mem
bers of the family. Hence the fireplace was
nearly eight feet between the sides, and a full
yard in depth. In one extreme was the oven
and in front of it was the long square block,
which would comfortably seat the children,
one, two, or three in number as the case might
require. Such was the “chimney corner”
where Lemnel Haynes in his childhood laid
the foundation of his future usefulness.—
While his mates were sporting in the streets
and even round the door, you might see him
sitting on his block with his hook in his hand.
Evening after evening he plied his studies by
firelight, having the preceding day laid in a
store of pine knots and other combustibles
for the purpose. The luxury of a candle he
rarely enjoyed. Here he studied his spellingbook and psalter till he had literally devoured
them. He studied the Bible till he could
produce from memory most of the texts which
have a bearing upon the essential doctrines of
grace; and could also refer, with nearly infal
lible accuracy, to the book, chapter, and
verse where they might be found. At length
he procured Young’s Night Thoughts, and
was soon able to repeat large portions of it,
together with a great part of Watts’ Psalms
and Hymns. All this and much more he ac
complished on his block in the chimney cor
ner by firelight. At the same time no boy in
the neighborhood performed a greater amount
of manual labour. Bound by indenture as a
servant,he was obliged to labour hard through
the day; so that the hours of the evening and
the twilight of the morning were his only time
for mental improvement.
And yet he had a system.. One day, on
MISCELLANY.
meeting a youth who had been his schoolmate
From the Watchman.
he said to him: “Israel, how do you succeed
INAUGURATION
OF THE FIRST PRESIDENT OF
in your studies?” After hearing the reply, lie
THE UNITED STATES.
added, “I make it my rule to know some
Messrs Editors:—As the time is now ar
thing MORE EVERY NIGHT THAN I KNEW IN
the morning.”—Cooley's Memoir ofHaynes, rived,that Mr.Van Buren has been inaugurat
ed as the eighth Presidentof the United States
quoted, in Christian Watchman.
it may he grateful to some of the readers of
your pages, to have their thoughts turned
BEAUTIFUL incident.
backward forty-eight years, to the period when
Ona Sabbath evening Mr.------ was at the Washington was first inducted into office.
iousv, o a 11. nd.
I heir conversation was
The constitution under which our general
upon the exertions now making for the hea government has been administered nearly fif
then.
ty years; and under which the people have
“Father,” said little Harriet, after listening flourished wonderfully, was signed by the dele
a longtime to the conversation, “do these lit gates of twelve States, in convention at Phil
tle heathen children wish to learn to read the adelphia, on the 17th of September, 1787.—
Testament?”
After this instrument had been adopted in
“Man y of them are very anxious for this; the several States, elections were holden for

ment, composed of several pipes: whereof a portion were
the choice of President and Vice .‘President, does contains manyschools for both sexes, and metallic-, but the successive steps by which it assumed this
in each of the States, in accordance with the colors. Among others is a central institution form, as well ak its subsequent developments, cannot now
traced. The invention of that noble instrument which
constitution. And when the votes were open founded by an English nobleman,in which 160 be
now peals in our churches, is due to no individual; it did
ed and counted in the Senate, it appeared white boys are educated for various occupa not result from the fortuitous discovery or patient study of
that George Washington was unanimously tions, and a school for girls founded by the a single mechanician. Like the architecture of our cathe.
elected President. On the 14th of April, influence of the bishop. A number of free di als, the organ of our cathedrals is a collective invention
and there is as much truth as poetry in the observation of
1789, Congress gave him official information schools are founded at the public expense, for Chateaubriand, that Christianity invented the organ. There
of his appointment. Washington was then the education of colored children, under the is a passage in Augustine, from which it appears that the
in the fifty-seventh year of his age. He ac direction of colored teachers. The public appellation was given to an instrument of large dimensions
inflated by bellows, in the fourth century.
cepted the appointment with diffidence, and free school at Dominica contains 150boys and andWithout
proceeding further into this inquiry it may be
with his characteristic modesty. On that oc 4<0 girls—education is making considerable interesting to throw together a few chronological memo,
casion, he wrote to one of his friends and said progress in this island. In the little island of randa relative to the first introduction of the organ into
The earliest account, on which the authentici
—“I am unwilling in the evening of life, Montserrat, there are eight free schools, with churches.
ty is established, is that of the erection of an organ in the
1216
pupils,
in
the
isolated
settlement
of
nearly consumed in public cares, to quit a
church of St. Cornelius, at Compiegne, in France. This
peaceful abode for an ocean of difficulties, Honduras, on the coast of Guatamala, there instrument was a present to King l’epin,from Constantine
Copronymus, in the year 757. In 826, Louis-le-Debon.
without the competency of political skill, abil is a school on the system of Bell, containing naire
ordered an organ for the cathedral of Aix-la-Chaity, and inclination, which are necessary to 100 children, whose happy effects have been pelle, which was built by a Venetian, named George.—
Pope John VIII. in 872, wrote to Anno, Bishop of Friezmanage the helm. I am sensible that I am evident.—Annals of Education.
iug, in Bavaria, requesting him to send an organ to Rome
embarking the voice of the people and a good
and with it a person competent to perform thereon, and to
Genius and Labor.—‘Of what use is all keep it in repair. But the more general use of the or "an
name of my own on the voyage, but what re
and your books?’ said an hon- in churches dates from the end of the tenth, or the com.
turns will be made of them, heaven alone can youri-Studying
•
•
*• 4. {Thr...
At that period,
it
h nrrn‘at- .tr»
on ingenious
mireninilc
nrtiet.
‘‘They
I llPV mencement
, .
, of the
, . eleventh
.
. century.
.
J
H
’ h
est Farmer
to an
artist.
foretell. Integrity andfirmness, are all I can pet
had been adopted in the churches and convents of Italy,
promise—these, be the voyage long or short, don’t make the corn grow, nor produce vege Germany, France, England,and indeed throughout almost
the whole of Europe. In the mean time, great improve,
shall never forsake me, although I may be de tables for market. My Sam does more good ments
had been made, both in the power and the construc
with
his
plough
in
one
month,
than
you
can
serted by all men; for of the consolations which
tion of the instrument. Alphage, Bishop of Winchester
erected an organ, in the year 1001, which contained 30
are to be derived from these under any cir with your books and papers in one year.’
‘What plough does your son use?’ said the bellows, requiring 70 men to put them in motion, and pass
cumstances, the world cannot deprive me.”
the air into its 400 pipes.
The inauguration of Washington took artist quietly.
From this epoch, the history of the Organ becomes more
‘
Why
he
uses
--------’
s
plough,
to
be
sure.
immediately connected with that of music in general. It
place in the city of New York, on the 30th,
_
__
remains,
therefore, to observe only, that chanting in churchof April, 1789. In the morning of that day He can do nothing with any other. By using
his
plough,'
we
save
half
the
bbor,
and
raise
S
SSSSwi
the clergy of the city met at their respective
congregations to unite in offering prayers’ to three times as much as we did with the old the reform of Ambrose, in the fourth, and in that of Gre
gory, in the sixth century, it was not fully established till
God, for his blessing on the people, and the wooden concern.
The artist, quietly again turned over one of the year 757.— Chr. Itemem.
President whom they had chosen. In the
ceremony of inauguration, R. R. Livingston, his sheets and showed the farmer a drawing of
Cold Winters. — In the year 400 the Euxine was cov
Chancellor of the State of New York, pre the lauded plough, and my name is--------- ’ ered with ice, hut for what length of time does not appear
The astonished farmer shook the artist In 629, the Thames was frozen over for 13 weeks, the same
sided and administered the oath of office to
Washington. A vast concourse of people as heartily by the band,and invited him to call at I river was also frozen over 1763, 1765, and 1775-8. Sevemes SIIlce tl,e.sa,"e lias 1’aPPenedwinter of
sembled on the occasion. The solemnity was the farm house and make it his home as long ^q
1683 was so severe in Europe that trees were split by the
frost. Loaded sledges passed on the ice from Boston to
performed in an open gallery adjoining the as he liked.--- American Citizen.
Nantucket in the winter of 1797—8, and have done the
Senate chamber, in full view of the surround
Phenomenon.—In Mr. Lau- ! same one or two winters since. On the 12th of Dee. 1804
ing multitudes in the streets and surrounding . I,nteresting
i
. n
•
p
xt xr i i
the frost in New England was so intense, that the trees were
building?. A solemn and almost breathless 1 lat S last balloon ascension horn Newi oik,he killed. A fall of snow took place ill February, 1717, so
went
up
it
is
said,
to
the
height
of
about
five
deep that the people in Boston, had to get out of their
silence, was observed during the solemnity.—
miles.
At
that
height,
he
says
“
the
needle
chamber windows, Eleven hundred sheep perished on
As the Chancellor proclaimed that George
*3 ’ 1 . y , .
vi •
Fishers Island from being buried thirteen feet in the snow
Ol
a
COmpaSS
which
he
had
with
him
5
exhibitTwo were found alive after a lapse of 28 days, they having
Washington is the President of the United
ed
no
peculiar
attraction,
but
waived
about
themuelves by chewing the wool of others. In
States, a spontaneous shout of joy burst forth at all points Ot the compass.”--- Presbyterian. 1 supported
1,tb® Chesapeake was covered with ice as far as the
from thousands of grateful and affectionate
1
—
i mouth of the Fotomac. In the same year, troops of horse
hearts.
It was a great occasion—the govern
.. t
“Tj
iiii
i and heavy canon crossed on the ice from New York to Sta“ Where did your Church lurk, in what ten island and Long island Sound was nearly covered
ment of a free people was organized to be set
in operation with the patriot at the head, who cave of the earth slept she, for so many hun with ice. Almost all the birds of the forest perished.
dreds of years together before the birth of f
was deservedly beloved by all.
Luther?” The reply is, that she lurk- J Power of the Sun’s Rays.—Mr. Mackintosh, who had
The ceremony being ended, the President Martin
71
.1 4.1 r 1 1 A 1 ■ •
. A
I occasion to descend in a diving bell, for the purpose of lav.
ed
beneath
the folds of that garment of many jng the foundation of a sea wall, found the sun’s rays so
went into the Senate chamber and addressed
colours,
which
the
hands
of
superstition
had
m»ich converged by the convex glass which served as a winthe Senate and House of Representatives, in
woven
and
embellished
for
her,
and
wherewith
dow
n\tbe .T30?111? as-t0 bur,” t1b?, la!}orer’s clothes when
a modest and dignified manner. The senti
ments he delivered on that occasion, are wor she was fantastically encumbered and disguis- feet under water.—lb.
—<*—
thy of being often recalled to mind, by those ed. She slept in that cavern of enchantment,
who have a part in the administration of gov where costly odours and intoxicating fumes ! He who cannot see the workings of a Divine wisdom
ernment. His recognition of the Providence were floating around, to overpower her sense, I !" tb.e ord!r ?f t'.’“ heayens» thc change ol the seasons, the
of God, and of our obligations to God as a and to SUSpend her faculties: till, at last, a i elements, the stiucture of the human body, the circulation
people, are seen from the following extract. voice was heard fo cry, Sleep no more. And of the blood through a variety of vessels ’ wonderfully arshe Started up, like a Strong man refresh- 1 rangtjd «’id conducted; the instinct of beasts, their tempers
Said he—“It will be peculiarly improper to then
.
, ,
1 1 1 TA A
4.1 ° 1 4 A
and dispositions, the growth of plants, and their many efed,
and
shook herself from the dust ot ages. I fects for meat and medicine; he who cannot see all these,
omit, in this first official act, my fervent sup
plications to that Almighty Being, who rules Then did she cast aside the gorgeous “lead- and many other things, as the evident contrivances of a
” which oppressed
her, and stood before
7^°”’ »
Whrd, a„d unworthy of the
over the Universe—who presides in the coun ings,
o’
ri
a i •
a nanie of a nian.—Jones nJ Naylana.
cils of nations, and w hose providential aid can the world, a sacred form of brightness and ot
In the royal printing office at Paris: there are types of
supply every human defect—that his benedic purity.—Le Bas.
fifty six oriental dialects, included modern and ancient
tion may consecrate to the liberties and hap
characters, and sixteen of European nations, which do not
If a man will look at most. of his -prejudipiness of the people of the United States, a
.
| make use of Roman letters. The whole of the presses of
government instituted by themselves for these ces, lie Will find that they arise from ills field this establishment are capable of working 278,000 sheets
a (la>'> °r9266 volumes of thirty sheets each.—Biblicul
essential purposes—and may enable every in of view being necessarily narrow, like the eye
strument employed in its administration, to of the fly. He can have but little better no- ltePos,lo"J’
scheme
of
things
as 4has
! mIhe Am
a ™
r.
•i
,, , . „
execute with success, the functions allotted to .tions of11 the• 1whole
1
„
,1
°
A
Plant—It issaid a crowned head in Europe
his charge. In tendering this homage to the been well said, than a fly on the pavement of has succeeded in bringing to perfection that exotic called the
great Author of every public and private St. Paul’s Cathedral can have of the whole J air plant. It is suspended from the ceiling, and derives its
Structure. He is offended, therefore by ine- 110“^lshnlent entirely from the atmosphere—-N. Y Sun.
good, I assure myself, that it expresses your
...
...
.
.
,
y .
1
We saw, some years ago, a perfect specimen ot this
sentiments, not less than my own—nor those qualities, which are lost 111 the great design. ; strange plant, suspended from the ceiling of the cabin of an
This
persuasion
will
fortify
him
against
many
American Frigate. It had been there three or four months,
of my fellow citizens at large,less than either.
and troublesome
prejudices.—Cecil. i bad
passed tbr”"gb(^at changes of climate, and received
No people can be bound to acknowledge and injurious,
J
’
____ t J
no nourishment but from the air, having never been wet
.
m
. .
i with water. It was in a flourishing condition, and had inadore the invisible Hand, which conducts the
The Christian memberof a Christian house- creased perceptibly in size--- Boston Transcript.
affairs of men more than the people of the
has this the heavenly and solacing as- :
,
—*=*—
United States. Every step by which they hold
surance, “that so Strong, SO unearthly become
Life appears long to the miserable; to him that is happy,
have advanced to the character of an indepen , ,
...
• ° ,
1
/
A
a moment. If this hold true of eternity, how dreadful
dent nation, seems to have been distinguished the bonds winch unite those who have long will the condition of some be.
lived together in the unity of the Spirit, no . Men balance a moment in possession against an eternity
by some token of Providential agency.”
less than community of blood; that theyUna,,!'clPatlon’ but the moment passeth away, and the
’
J
. eternity is yet to come.
Such were the views of the first President , . n
(
lOtlbtcCilj
enjoy,
even
111
Rosence,
cl
CeitRin
■
In wonder all philosophy began) in wonder it ends and
of these United States, while entering on his
though undefiliable, fruition of each Other’s 'admiration fills up the interspace. But the first wonder is
duties as Chief Magistrate of a free and vir presence,
they hear each other’s voices speak- the
.
of Ignorance: the last is the parent of Ado.
ration.— Coleridge.
tuous people. Let such continue to be the
ing
in
the
depth
of
their
bosoms,
dissuading,
sentiments of his successors in office, and of
in church.—The custom of being uncov
all others holding offices in the government approving, comforting, rejoicing, and thus eredUncovering
in Church commenced about the beginning of the
realize,
to
its
fullest
extent,
that
blessed
priv

—and let them be responded by the people of ilege, alas! how seldom enjoyed, or even uncentury, an order to that effect was issued soon after
- .. .
. J J. ’ .
_ i the accession of James in 1603.
the Union, and we may hope, through the indul , °
derstood,
of
the
communion
of
saints.
”
-The
gent providence of God, that our country may
THE OBSERVER
continue prosperous under our present form Rectory of Valeliead.
of Government, and be a lasting example to
We cannot keep our bodies long here, they |
— Two Dollars and fifty cents per annum. If
the nations of the earth, of a nation free, en are corruptible bodies, and will tumble into j TERMS.
paid in advance, fifty cents will be deducted. No sub
lightened, and happy.
dust: we must part with them for a while and scriptions received tor a less term than one year. No
if ever we expect and desire a happy meeting paper> discontinued until all arrearages are paid, ex
Frederic the Great.—Frederic the great again, we must use them with modesty and cept at the option of the publishers.
Those whomay wish to have their papers discontinued
is said to have taken the following summary, reverence now.—Sherlock.
are requested to give notice thereof, at least thirty days
and very successful method of suppressing
previous to the expiration of the term of their subscrip
tion, other wise it will be considered anew engagement.
duelling/in his army.
THE ORGAN.
All communications relative to this paper, must be
An officer desired his permission to fight a Nothing, perhaps, affords a more striking illustration of *„*directed
to the Rev. M. T. C. Wing, Gambier, Knox
maxim, E parvis principiis res magnee proveniunt, than
duel with a fellow officer. He gave his con the
Co.
Ohio
the history of the organ. Though its origin is involved in
LIST OF AGENTS.
sent, with the understanding that himself the utmost obscurity, it is unquestionably of very high an
Rev JOHN L. BRYAN,................ Windsor,
Olio
would be a spectator of the conflict. The tiquit). The earliest form in which it seems to have been Col.
.................... ........ Ashtabula,
known as an instrument of sonorous power, was that of the Rev. HUBBARD,
ABVAH SANt'ORD,.......... Portsmouth,
hour of meeting arrived, and the parties re clepsydra
or hydraulic organ, of which the invention is at- [ Rev . WM. PRESTON, ................. Columbus,
paired to the place of slaughter. But what trituted by Athenaus and others to Clesibius, a celebrated
................ ........ Newark.
BEATTY, ..................... Steubenville,
was their surprise to find a gibbet erected upon mechanician of Alexandria, who flourished about 120 years ' GEORGE
BUELL.................................. Marietta,
before Christ. Tertullian, however who describes it as , SYLVESTER P. ALDERMAN, .. Windsor,
the spot. The challenger inquired of Fred comprehending
in itself every instrument of music, and ; J. W. SCHUCKERS...................... Wooster,
EDWARDS,................. Dayton,
erick, who was present according to agree composed of an army ofpipes, assigns the honour of the dis- I DORSON
Da. ASA COLEMAN,................... Troy, Miami Co.
ment, what this meant? “I intend,’’ said he covery to ^irchihiedes. Claudian attests its powerful effects Rev. B. I. HAIGHT....................... Cincinnati.
W- PLET,......................... Chillicothe.
with enthusiasm, and Petronius Arbiter and Severus speak
sternly, “ to hang the survivor!” This was of
CLAP,....................... Cuyahoga Palls,
the adaptation of its notes to animate the combatants in WILLIAM HUNT
......................... Urbana?
enough. The duel was not fought; and by the circus and theacters on the stage.
JOHN HANFORD,....................... Middlebury,
F.
E.KIRTLAND
...........................
Maumee,
It is certain, however, that the origin of the organ dates
this simple, but effectual means, it is said duel
II. S. SMITH........................... Liverpool.
earlier than the age of Ctesibius or Archimedes; and Rev.
REV. WM. GRANVILLE, ............ Medina,
ling was broken up in the army of Frederic. much
may perhaps be traced, in its primitive form at least, to the Rev. ERASTUS BURR,................. Worthington,
,,
—C’/zr. Watchman.
simple pipe of reeds, of which the god Pan is said to have JOSEPH BASSETT......................... Canfield,'TrumbullCo.

Schools in the West Indies.—The fol
lowing statements concerning instruction in
the NV est Indies, are derived from a recent
work by Martin. In Jamaica, £10,000 ster
ling were devoted to free schools in 1831.—
I he number of pupils in 1827, was 3,500.—
In St. V incent, the want of instruction pro
duces obvious evils,but under the auspices of
the bishop, an obvious improvement is taking
place. In Kingston,is an institution founded
by a colored man for the education of poor
coloied children, which deserves great praise
and exerts a very happy influence. Barba-

Rev. WM. A. SMALLWOOD, ..... Zanesville,
Rev. A. GUION............................... Piqua.
JOHNS,,................... Mansfield.
„
WILLIAM A KRUG, ................ Hamilton, Butler Co.
,
EBEN BOULT.................................. Norwalk,
„
Rev. J. P. BAU.SMAN................... Circleville
Rev. E. BOYDEN, ......................... Cleveland,
Rev. SETH DaVIS........................... Ohio City,
S. S. FULLER,................................. Massillon,
REV. ANSON CLARK.................... Gratton,
REV. J. L. HARRISON, ................ Warren
REV. JAMES McELROY............... Delaware,
REV. S. A, BRONSON.................... Granville'
ltEV. T. BARROW................ ;....... Akron,
Rev. JOHN O’BRIEN,................. Monroe, Michigan,
C. C. TROWBRIDGE, Esq............ Detroit,
Rev. N, I-YSTER,............................ Tecumseh,
MONTGOMERY SCHUYLER,.... Marshall
*'
Rev. WM. SUDDARDS,............... Philadelphia, Penn
o F±e ; A1” 7“"" of ,h'
the HENRY
L. BOLLMAN,..........
Pittsburgh,
“
cnalumeau ot liance. By what progressive stages it has Rev. Win, ARMSTRONG,............. Wheeling, Va,
passed from the s.mple peasant pipe i„to the maiestic or CHAS. WILTBKRGER,,.............. Washington,!). C.
M. WHITE................................... New York.
gan, ,s a question winch it is impossible to determine - R.
ROBERT JONES ............................ Crawfordsville, Indiana.
I Torn the time of I mdar,there is ascertained to have existed JOSEPH MITCHELL, ................... Natchez, Miss.
Rev. P. R. MINAHD....................... St. Louis,Missouri.
an mstrument winch that.poet calls a many-hcaded
NICHOLAS TOKODE .................. Brushill Cook Co, Illinois

been the inventor, f Virg. Edog. J Pan primus calamos
ccra conjungerc plures instituit. The number of reeds of
which this instrument was composed is undetermined __
Virgil speaks of one which had seven pipes of unequal length
Theocritus, of one which had nine. In attributing its in*
vention to Pan, it may fairly be supposed that its origin
was regarded as d,vine and it is a curious coincidence that
■ n every part of the globe it bas existed, nay, still exists
in the rude form of its primitive simplicity. Heard aliU
,n Arcadia and Bceotia, it has been i.nmo'rtalized by poets
of every age from Homer downward; and even the very
names by winch ,t is called bear a striking resemblance in
various languages. It Is the kalam of the Arabs the

